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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

DIGEST -----a 

WHY THE REVIEW WAS IMADE 

GAO reviewed the Overseas Dependents 
School System (ODSS) because of 
congressional 

--interest in the large number of 
American families and school chil- 
dren affected and 

--concern about providing a high 
quality of education to these stu- 
dents and the resulting costs. 

FINDINGS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

Educational goals and 
accomplishmmts 

ODSS is one of three major school sys- 
tems overseas attended by denendents 
of American military and civilian per- 
sonnel. They had the following 1972- 
73 enrollments: 

ODSS 
American Snonsored Overseas 

152,000 

Schools 68,000 
Panama Canal Zone Schools 13,000 

Total 233,000 

ODSS--the largest and most costly--re- 
ported estimated operating costs of 
$172.7 million in fiscal year 1973, a 
62-percent increase over the $106.7 
million for fiscal year 1969. 

ODSS efforts to evaluate the quality 
of education it provides students have 

PROBiEMS IN PROVIDING EDUCATION 
OVERSEAS FOR DEPENDErJTS OF 
U.S. PERSONNEL 
Department of Defense B-131587 

been sporadic and inadequately coor- 
;Ign;ted and monitored. (See pp. 6 to 

. 

Principal criteria in accreditation 
of ODSS secondary schools emphasize 
resource inputs which alone cannot 
guarantee high levels of educational 
achievement. (See p. 9.) 

A recent change to ODSS' educational 
qoal, from one that aimed to provide 
"educational opportunities of a high 
quality comparable to the better 
school systems of the U.S." to one 
that aimed "to deliver a quality edu- 
cation," may have been unduly influ- 
enced by the lack of earlier success 
in meeting that higher goal. (See 
pp. 9 and 10.) 

Orqanixation, s taS?fing, and 
intemaZ cotim-unications 

The ability of the Director, Depen- 
dents Education (DDE), to strongly di- 
rect and adeauately manage ODSS is 
questionable because of his limited 
number of professional staff. (See 
pp* 13 and 14.) 

Effective DDE program management would 
be enhanced by: 

--More frequent site visits and in- 
spections. 

--Better coordination of services' 
internal audit activities. 

--Increased informal communications 
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with all area school superintendents 
on school system policy matters. 
(See pp. 14 to 16.) 

Area sunerintendents have made major 
orogram and organization changes with 
little or no DDE coordination and ap- 
Darently with limited concern about 
the effects on ODSS worldwide inter- 
ests. (See pp. 16 and 17.) 

Staffing requirements for 
schooZ system personnel 

ODSS has experienced little difficulty 
in recruiting teachers required to 
staff its schools. (See p. 20.) 

Teachers are questioning whether the 
intra-area and inter-area teacher 
transfer orograms are being adminis- 
tered fairly. (See pp. 20 and 21.) 

Soecial efforts have been made to hire 
minority group.teachers; however, be- 
cause of the timing of recruiting ef- 
forts, inadequate publicity, and other 
Problems, the program has been only 
Partly successful. (See pp. 23 and 24.) 

ScboZ faciZities 
and teachers ’ housirq 

The oronosed construction orogram for 
ODSS, submitted annually to the De- 
nartment of Defense (DOD) for assign- 
ment of priorities, was not prenared 
with ODSS goals and requirements as a 
orimary consideration. (See pp. 27 
to 29.) 

The quality of housing provided, which 
varies markedly from area to area and 
even within an area, is a major morale 
issue for ODSS teachers. (See pp. 29 
and 30.) 

Teachers have been urging DOD to es- 
tablish higher minimum housing stan- 
dards. A DOD oolicy change promulgated 

in January 1973 should bring some 
imorovements. (See pp. 30 and 31.) 

Special-purpose educational 
programs 

Recently introduced, soecial-purnose 
educational programs have exnerienced 
nroblems because of startun costs, 
lack of adequate school facilities, 
and inadequate coordination between 
teachers and school administration 
personnel. (See p. 49.) 

Vocational training opportunities are 
available only on a relatively small 
scale, although almost half the 
students graduating from ODSS high 
schools terminate their formal educa- 
tion at that time. (See pp. 49 
and 50.) 

Funds were made available for an ex- 
panded vocational training orogram in 
the Eurooean area in 1973 and 1974; 
however, plans to sunport the proposed 
expenditures were inadequate. (See 
pp. 50 and 51.) 

RECOMMENDATIOlW OR SUGGESTIONS 

The Secretary of Defense should di- 
rect that ODSS reconsider recent 
changes to its educational goals 
and educational testing programs 
and reaffjrm his commitment to earl- 
ier, higher educational goals. 

The Secretary of Defense should re- 
quire that any ODSS program used to 
test or evaluate the quality of edu- 
cation, include features Permitting 
inter-area and intra-area comparisons 
and make possible comoarisons with 
other major systems in the United 
States. (See p. 11.) 

The Secretary of Defense--to eliminate 
or minimize management problems 
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existing because of shortcomings in DDE, to prepare 5- and IO-year olans 
ODSS organization, staffing, and com- for school facility imnrovements. 
munication--should also: 

The Secretary should closely monitor 
--Augment the DDE staff to be sure of implementation of the revised oolicy 

availability of sufficient staff to developed to improve overseas teacher 
direct and manage worldwide ODSS housing. (See pp. 26, 32, and 33.) 
operations. 

To coordinate efforts of school and 
--Reestablish area superintendent po- military officials toward insuring 

sitions in the DDE office. more efficient and economical stu- 
dent busing, the Secretary should 

--Direct military audit agencies to also direct: 
coordinate examinations of ODSS ac- 
tivities with DDE and furnish copies --Establishment of a soecial task 
of audit reports regularly to DDE. force of qualified transnortation 

specialists to evaluate and report 
--Introduce a DDE periodic newsletter 

or information bulletin for use in 
on ooportunities for better busing 

disseminating policy and program in- 
management. 

formation to ODSS. --Reassessment by snecialists of the 

--Introduce a parallel system of peri- 
adequacy and economy of routes and 

odic reporting by district'and area 
passenger loading ratios neriodic- 

superintendents to DDE to advise of 
ally. 

operational problems and any innova- 
five educational concepts or programs 

--DDE to incorporate into his manage- 

being introduced at local levels. 
ment information system reporting 

(See pp. 18 and 19.) 
procedures which would highlight 
details of bus transportation costs. 

--Critically review overseas local hire 
(See pp. 36 and 37.) 

and trans%er programs because of 
their interrelationship and poten- 
tial for adverse effect on the mo- 
rale of ODSS career teachers. 

Other more detailed recommendations 
will be found on pages 41, 42, 47, 
and 55. 

--Consider desirability for a more 
widespread issuance of authoritative 
information about the ODSS program 
for hiring minority group teachers. 

The Secretary should prescribe a 
special procedure for justifying and 
funding school construction in order 
that funds for ODSS construction are 

*spent only where there is the great- 
est need. He should direct the mil- 
itary services , in consultation with 

AGENCY ACTIONS AND 
UflRESOLVED ISSUES 

DOD accepted most of GAO's recommen- 
dations for the continuation of the 
high educational goals of ODSS and 
for improvement in the efficiency 
and economy of the system's opera- 
tion. 

DOD did not agree with the recommen- 
dation dealing with the reestablish- 
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ment of the area Superintendent posi- 
tions in DDE and a reduction of ODSS 
suuply personnel in the Pacific area 
but acknowledged both matters were 
being studied and would be evaluated. 

DOD did not agree that ODSS should be 
charged for major support services 
being provided by the military serv- 
ices without charge although it did 
not dispute that these services were 
proaerly attributable to ODSS. 

DOD said that special procedures, if 
adopted for justifying and funding 
ODSS school construction projects, 
may lead to requests for similar 
treatment for such other DOD compo- 

iv 

nents as hospital and medical facili- 
ties, thus causing problems in admin- 
istration of the military construc- 
tion authorization bill. 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATlON BY 
THE CONGRESS 

This is an information renort which 
should assist Committees of the Con- 
gress and individual Members with 
their legislative considerations re- 
lating to the education of deaendents 
of U.S. military and civilian person- 
nel stationed overseas. 

No specific actions by the Congress 
are suggested. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Congress has long been interested in insuring that 
eligible dependents attending overseas schools receive a 
high-quality education. The.General Subcommittee on Labor, 
House Committee on Education and Labor, has periodically, 
visited schools for American dependents which are operated 
and assisted by the U.S. Government and has issued reports 
and made recommendations for improvement. 

Three principal school systems serve eligible American 
dependents overseas. In order of size of enrollment, they 
are the Overseas Dependents School System (ODSS), operated 
by the Department of Defense (DOD); the American Sponsored 
Overseas Schools, sponsored and partially funded by the De- 
partment of State; and the Panama Canal Zone Schools 
operated in the Panama Canal Zone by the Canal Zone Govern- 
merit, an independent agency of the United States. In some 
overseas areas, some dependents attend private schools and 
others are enrolled in correspondence school programs. 
This report discusses ODSS. 

ODSS 

Organization and management 
\ 

Under the direction of the Secretary of Defense (see 
app. I), the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and /J 73 

&Reserve Affairs) (ASD (MGRA)), is responsible for establish- 
ing the overall policies for the organization, operation, and 
administration of this worldwide school system. This sys tern 
is organized into three geographical areas, with two sub- 
divided into districts , 

ASD (MGRA) is responsible for: 

--Determining the general educational goals and objec- 
tives. 

--Developing appropriate curriculums and lists of ap- 
proved instructional materials. 

--Establishing professional standards for all school 
professionals. 



--Providing for the common recruitment, selection, 
assignment, and transfer of all school professionals 
to and between overseas school areas (delegated to 
the Department of the Army on December 12, 1971). 

--Developing standards for the effective operation and 
administration of the academic program, including 
staffing criteria. 

--Developing policy and guidelines for establishing and 
closing overseas dependents schools, including dormi- 
tory facilities, and serving as liaison with the De- 
partment of State tihen political considerations are 
involved. 

These responsibilities are carried out for ASD 
(MGRA) by the Office of the Director, Dependents Education 
(DDE), which communicates directly with the designees of the 
Secretaries of the military departments and the area super- 
intendents on educational matters and with commanders of 
unified and specified commands on matters affecting the de- 
pendent schools in their command areas. The Secretaries of 
the military departments and their designees [including 
school area or district superintendents) also communicate 
directly in dealing with base and installation commanders 
in their assigned school area. 

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installatiqns and Lo- 
gistics) (ASD (IGL)), who is responsible for certain opera- 
tional aspects of ODSS, must: 

--Provide for procuring and distributing unique items. 

--Develop design and engineering criteria for construct- 
ing school facilities. 

--Provide for the programing of school facilities 
in annual military construction programs or otherwise 
as required. 

The Secretaries of the military departments have been 
given responsibility for implementing Office of the Secre- 
tary of Defense policies for operating and administering de- 
pendent schools and for providing tuition-fee schooling in 
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as’signed areas. The Army has been assigned responsibility for 
the European area, the Navy for the Atlantic areas, and the 
Air Force for the Pacific area. 

Each military department has issued policy statements, 
regulations, and procedural instructions for operating the 
program of education for dependents in its area. (See 
app, II.] 

Magnitude of operations 

Since its relatively modest beginning in Germany in 
October 1946, ODSS has grown into a worldwide system. Orig- 
inally, 38 elementary schools and 5 high schools enrolled 
2,000 American children who were taught by 120 teachers. A 
high point of the 5-year period which ended in 1973 was 
reached during fiscal year 1970 when about 161,000 DOD de- 
pendent students were enrolled. During fiscal year 1973, 
ODSS enrollments were estimated at 152,000 DOD dependents 
in 294 schools in 27 countries and island groups, with more 
than 8,000 professional staff personnel employed. Enroll- 
ment of a relatively small number of non-DOD dependent 
students is authorized on .a space available basis. 

In terms of student enrollment, ODSS is a little smaller 
than the Dallas Independent School District and about 7 per- 
cent larger than the District of Columbia Public School 
System. Because of the dispersal of its facilities and the 
necessity of maintaining many relatively small schools in 
isolated areas, the resulting problems of management, staff - 
ing, and logistics of ODSS are unquestionably more complex 
than those of statewide schools. 

The ODSS program is funded by the DOD annual appsopria- 
tion acts ; no permanent authorizing legislation has been 
enacted to provide for the establishment and operation of this 
school system. 

Although student enrollment has decreased, the costs of 
overseas dependent education have increased from about 
$106.7 million in fiscal year 1969 to about $172.7 million 
in fiscal year 1973, an increase of about 62 percent. More 
than half of this overall increase is attributable to in- 
creased salaries and employee benefits. Appendix III com- 
pares program costs of these 5 years, 



The North Central’ Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools (NCA) periodically evaluates the ODSS high schools 
for accreditation. ODSS high schools were all accredited by 
NCA at the time of our review. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ODSS EDUCATION--HOW GOOD IS IT? _ 

Professional educators differ on what methods can 
be used to measure how meaningful and successful the 
education provided by a school system is but generally 
agree that measurement is feasible, _. 

_ ,., . 
A Select Subcommittee on Education of the House Committee 

on Education and Labor in March 1966 stated that: 

“* * * the overseas dependent schools have the oppor- 
tunity to produce academically superior students. 
*.’ * * In every sense then these children have 
a multitude of advantages over the average 
state-side students who may live in an im- 
poverished area or who may run free of any 
semblance of discipline. These dependents abroad 
collectively have,tremendous potential. The 
schools they attend can nourish this potential or 
they can diffuse it. What a great loss it is to 
take this group and educate them in a school 
system that, at best, is only average in 
comparison with state-side systems .I’ 

DOD Directive 1342.6, dated July 16, 1968, states that: 

.“The mission of the DOD overseas Dependents School 
is to maintain a school system which provides 
educational opportunities through thirteen years 
of school (Kindergarten through grade twelve) ; to 
assure that such educational opportunities are of 
high quality and are comparable in all respects to 
the be!tter school systems of the United States; to 
maintain such schools in sufficient numbers and 
types, properly staffed and equipped to provide 
quality education for eligible dependent children 
of United States military and civilian personnel of 
the Department of Defense stationed in overseas 
areas ,” 
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SELF-EVALUATION THROUGH SYSTEMWIDE TESTING PROGRAMS 

Initial worldwide testing program 

In 1968 DDE introduced a standardized testing program 
to evaluate ODSS student achievements. Each area school was 
required to administer a series of standardized tests to its 
students and to compare its.test results against those of 
other schools in the three areas and against national 
averages. 

Other standardized tests were to be administered at the 
discretion of area superintendents. The area superintendents 
were to summarize and analyze data, such as scores for each 
student, including standard scores and percentiles; class 
lists and averages; grtide averages, by school, district, and 
geographic area; and for frequency distributions and item 
analysis on achievement tests for grades from four and above, 
and send it directly to DDE. 

The worldwide testing program began in the fall of 
1969 ‘with the understanding that its effectiveness would be 
reviewed at the end of the second year during the testing. 
It was intended to identify any program weaknesses so it 
could be improved. 

DDE did not receive much of the information required to 
be submitted for 1969 and 1970. Although he did receive sum- 
maries of the results on the mandatory tests given, they 
did not include information on individual schools or area 
listings or show which, if any, other tests were given. 

In the fall of 1971, the European area schools dis- 
continued administering the standardized tests at the direc- 
tion of the area superintendent. The action was not explained 
and no authorization was previously requested or obtained from 
DDE. Consequently, instead of having 3 or more years of com- 
plete ,test results to compare, DDE had only partial informa- 
tion f,or 2 years. The tests showed that ODSS students, as a 
whole, were performing at the national norms for most subject 
or skill areas. The results for 1970 were lower than those 
for 1,969 . . 



ODSS inter-area comparisons showed that, for grades 2 
through 8, students from the European area (largest of the 
three) were scoring lower than those from either the Pacific 
or Atlantic areas. For grades 9, 10, and 11, Atlantic area 
students were scoring lower than the others; Pacific area _ 
scores were higher than those reported by the European area. 

Cancellation of testing program 

A December 8, 1971, memorandum from the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Education) notified the Assistant Sec- 
retaries of the Military Departments (Manpower and Reserve 
Affairs) that the ODSS basic and optional testing program was 
to be suspended and that it was necessary to develop a new 
testing program to meet student, teacher, and administrator 
needs. 

The canceled testing program fell short of its original 
objectives. Its lack of success, in our opinion, can be 
attributed to (1) one area superintendent’s decision, without 
prior approval of DDE; to discontinue administering the 
standardized tests after the second year, (2) insuffi- 
cient reporting of test results to DDE, compromising his 
ability to validly compare data, and (3) insufficient man- 
power available to DDE, which precluded adequate monitoring 
in the field to insure that schools uniformly administered 
and reported test results. 

Internal evaluation of testing programs 

The Army Audit Agency’s February 1973 report on ODSS 
in the European area makes the following observations re- 
lating to the testing programs’ objective of evaluating 
student achievement, 

“The U.S. Dependents Schools, European Area 
(USDESEA) spent $150,000 during the past three 
school years giving academic progress tests to 
students under the DOD Testing Program. These 
tests were designed to provide valuable informa- 
tion to assist in identifying educational needs of 
individual students and areas requiring improve- 
ment in the educational program. However, little 
benefit was realized from the tests because the 
teachers and administrators were not analyzing and 



using the test results. Furthermore, during the 
fall of 1971, many schools.did not give mandatory 
tests because USDESEA made the program optional 
without permission from DOD.” 

VSDESEA later persuaded DOD to direct the 
suspension of the testing program, and is cur- 
rently spending $32,300 for the development of 
a new test to be used during school year 1973-74. 
In view of the small value realized from the tests 
given previously, the justification for this 
expenditure is questionable, Furthermore, the 
test which is being developed does not include a 
comparison of student achievement in the school 
system in Europe with student achievement in 
school systems in the United States. Such a 
comparison would be a good measure of how well 
USDESEA is accomplishing its mission of providing 
an education equal in quality to that provided by 
the better schools in the United States. If this 
comparison is not included in the new test, there 
will be’no way of identifying weaknesses in the 
educational program, such as the weakness in 
language arts and mathematics, that existed at 
the time of our review.” 

The DDE staff members, in discussing the report, advised 
us that the program being designed would permit comparisons 
at all levels, school to school, district to district, area 
to area, and O,D$S- to national norms. 

They had some reservations about whether results on 
standardized tests were valid measurements of the quality of 
education in ODSS, They believed that ODSS students possessed 
characteristics that distinguished them from their stateside 
counterparts. ODSS students remain in the system about 
3 years and there is a cultural bias impacting on them 
from living in the host nation. Consequently, the test 
results and analyses may not be a valid basis for measuring 
whether ODSS was accomplishing its educational mission. 

However, DDE staff members were confident that using 
sampling techniques to establish the number of students to be 
tested, using fewer mandatory tests, and granting greater dis- 
cretionary authority to give optional tests within the area 
would not compromise the basis for making comparisons, 



Revised ODSS testing program 

DOD prescribed for ODSS a revised testing program based 
on information developed by the UCLA Center for the Study of 
Evaluation, under a ODSS contract. It was to be operationally 
effective on September 1, 1973. 

Designed to save money but giving tests to limited 
sample selections of students, the program (1) emphasized 
less mandatory standardized testing throughout ODSS and 
(2) allowed each schoal area to use more optional tests and 
to test their students in the manner they deemed most ap- 
propriate, 

Some school systems in the United States give between 
10 and 20 tests in their efforts to evaluate the quality of 
education provided in their schools. Recent changes in the 
ODSS testing program reduced by half the number of mandatory 
standardized tests to be given and gave area superintendents 
greater discretion in selecting the tests and the number and 
level of students to be tested. 

ACCREDITATION OF ODSS SCHOOLS 

ODSS has relied strongly on accreditation as an indica- 
tor of the high quality of education in its schools. For 
many years NCA has contracted with ODSS to periodically 
evaluate that system’s high schools and their educational 
programs for accreditation. NCA reviews the educational pro- 
grams of the ODSS high schools in each geographic area every 
other year emphasizing such resource input factors as per- 
pupil costs , pupil-teacher ratio, school facilities, school 
supplies, administrative services, and teacher qualifications D 

For the schools to be accredited, they must comply with 
NCA standards for these items. ODSS school officials have 
accepted these input factors as good indicators of the quality 
of education in their schools. 

. Every secondary school in ODSS is accredited by NCA. 

RESTATEMENT OF ODSS EDUCATIONAL GOALS > 

A stated primary goal of ODSS has been, until 
recently, to provide educational opportunities of a high 
quality, comparable in all respects to the better school 
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systems of the United States. The ODSS statement of goals 
is being revised and the school system will have as its 
stated aim the delivery of a “quality education.” 

Innovative programs and teaching approaches being intro- 
duced into the primary, middle, and secondary schools in the 
United States are also being introduced into ODSS to enrich 
its curriculum. These include such programs as (1) in- 
dividual Guided Education, (2) Continuous Pupil Progress, 
(3) World-of-Work, (4) School’Health Education Studies, 
(5) Vocational Education, and (6) the Host Nation Program 
and English-as-a-Second-Language programs, which are tailored 
particularly for ODSS’ stated needs and have been introduced 
in many of its schools throughout the world. (See ch. 9.) 
Each of these innovations or expansions has increased ODSS 
operation costs. 

No demonstrable special benefits are being attributed 
directly to these new activities by DDE and school superin- 
tendents overseas. Moreover, they could not name any 
criteria useful for comparisons other than resource inputs 
(used predominantly for accreditation) and results of stand- 
ardized testing programs (to which the ODSS new testing pro- 
gram is attaching less significance than previously). 

The Directorate of Overseas Education personnel said 
the results of earlier ODSS testing and evaluation showed 
the level of student education to be average, although it 
had been indicated as higher than average in congressional 
testimony. 

ODSS officials now believe that the earlier mission 
statement was worded too strongly and that a more general 
statement of goals would give a greater likelihood of 
achievement, 

CONCLUSIONS 

ODSS efforts to evaluate the quality of the education 
have been sporadic and inadequately coordinated and monitored 
and have shown inconclusive results. 

The principal criteria NCA used in its periodic accredi- 
tation reviews of the ODSS secondary schools generally empha- 
size resource inputs which.alone cannot insure high levels 
of educational achievement. 



. . 

DOD’s recent decision to change the ODSS educational 
goal from one that aimed “to provide educational opportuni- 
ties of a high quality comparable in all respects to the 
better school systems of the United States” to one that 
aimed to deliver a “quality education,” may have been unduly 
influenced by the lack of success in meeting that higher 
goal. The results of an initial worldwide testing program 
used by ODSS, while incomplete, did indicate that ODSS stu- 
dents were achieving at levels equal to nationwide norms. 

ODSS should not knowingly compromise its educational 
goals because of difficulties in measuring or achieving its 
stated goals of excellence. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In light of congressional views that the unusual poten- 
tial of the ODSS student body merits an exemplary rather 
than an average school system, we recommend that the Secre- 
tary of Defense direct that the recent changes to the ODSS 
educational goals and educational testing programs be re- 
considered and that he reaffirm his commitment to earlier, 
higher educational goals. 

We also recommend that he require that any testing pro- 
gram used by ODSS, in evaluating the quality of the education 
provided by its schools, incorporate features which will make 
possible inter-area as well as intra-area comparisons and which 
will permit comparisons with other major systems in the United 
States. The latter comparison would appear to deeply concern 
parents and students returning to stateside schools. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

DOD concurred with our recommendation that ODSS abandon 
its restatement of policy lowering educational goals and re- 
affirm its commitment to the previous and higher goal. 

DOD said it would maintain the previous educational goal 
of providing educational opportunities of a high quality, 
comparable in all respects to the better school system in the 
United States. 

DOD agreed with our recommendation concerning the need 
for testing programs to evaluate the quality of education 
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which would permit inter-area, intra-area, and stateside 
school system comparisons and stated that provisions have 
been incorporated in the system providing for such comparison. 

DOD believes the NCA accreditation of ODSS high schools 
is a worthwhile operation. We agree with its contention be- 
cause accreditation is necessary for ODSS credits to be freely 
acceptable by other accredited schools, but we do not believe 
that the input factors NCA evaluated are necessarily good or 
reliable indicators of the quality of education offered. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROBLEMS INVOLVING ODSS PATTERNS OF 

ORGANIZATION, STAFFING, AND COMMUNICATIONS 

ADEQUACY OF DDE 
STAFFING 

Although charged with the responsiblity for establish- 
ing the overall policies for organization, operation, and 
administration, the Office of DDE has so few personnel as- 
signed that its ability to adequately direct and manage is 
questionable. 

The number of personnel at the Office of DDE and at the 
headquarters level in the military departments assigned to 
the overall direction and management of ODSS is as follows: 

Headquarters Staffing 

December 31, 1972 

Military departments 
Office of Air Navy 

DDE Total Army Force (note a) 

Civilians: 
Professional 3 11 5 3 3 
Clerical 2 3 1 1 1 

Military 1 1 - - - 

7 
E 

4 = 4 
5 

aNavy headquarters personnel are in Pensacola, Florida. 

DDE and military department personnel making top level 
policy and management decisions affecting ODSS should have 
current and reliable data available to them. One of the 
best ways of acquiring such information is through personal 
observation based on problem-identification visits by knowl- 
edgeable, responsible personnel. A second is a program of 
internal audit which reports to top levels of management 
on the adequacy of program operations. A third is a 
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well-designed and properly functioning management informa- 
tion system. 

The shortcomings we noted in the use of such management 
L tools suggest that opportunities for improvement exist in 

each area. 

School visits and insnections 

From December 1968 to December 1972,the DDE staff of 
three professional personnel made three overseas trips, 
visiting schools only in the European area. It cited its 
heavy workload as the reason for not visiting more schools. 

During the same period, personnel from the Army’s head- 
quarters in Washington made six visits to schools in the 
European area and Air Force headquarters personnel made four 
visits to schools in the Pacific area. Personnel from the 
Navy’s headquarters (then in Washington, but now in Pensacola) 
made 150 visits to the schools in the relatively small 
Atlantic area. 

DDE told us that neither he nor any of his staff members 
had visited the Pacific area schools since 1967 and,they had 
not visited the Atlantic area schools since 1963. If military 
department staffs prepared reports following their overseas 
Vi.si ts , they were not routinely forwarded to DDE for his in- 
formation. 

Internal audits 

The Army Audit Agency made the most recent internal 
audit (1972) of ODSS activities and reported the results 
on February 26, 1973. DDE told us that he first learned 
of that audit when we questioned him about its scope and 
objectives. He had not been asked for his suggestions on 
what areas of interest or concern the auditors should con- 
sider when they plan their work. Moreover, he stated he 
does not routinely receive reports on ODSS issued by the 
services 1 audit agencies. Following our discussions, he 
requested and obtained a copy of the Army Audit Agency re- 
port from the Army. 
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Our staff submitted to the military commanders in the 
European and Pacific areas written summaries of information 
developed, our observations, and a statement of preliminary 
conclusions. We requested and received comments on these 
factsheets. 

In discussing these comments with DDE we learned that 
he had not been furnished copies of the factsheets or the 
command’s comments. The existence and the substance of those 
comments were unknown to DDE until our staff in Washington 
furnished copies to him. 

Channels of communication 

The authorized channels for formal communication be- 
tween DDE and the schools, as established, appear to 
inhibit prompt and direct transmission of pertinent infor- 
mation, including policy guidance. For example, formal 
communications for DDE involving educational matters, when 
transmitted through required channels, are directed through 
10 separate offices,before reaching the European superin- 
tendent of ODSS; 7 organizational levels separate DDE from 
the Atlantic area superintendent, and clearance through 10 
organizational elements is required to contact the Pacific 
area superintendent, Formal communications relating to ’ 
civilian personnel and facility matters must be cleared 
through equally lengthy and time-consuming channels. 

By contrast, informal channels of communication between 
DDE and area superintendents have been handled directly and 
expeditiously. They entail few of the complexities en- 
countered when using the established routing required for 
formal communications, 

DDE has particularly effective, direct communications 
with area superintendents in the Pacific and the Atlantic 
areas ; as a result, school-related matters can be discussed, 
plans formulated, and decisions reached in a matter of hours. 
The Air Force and the Navy, which are responsible in these 
areas, encourage this simple and direct channel of communica- 
tion in the interest of efficiency. However, DDE communica- 
tions with the area superintendent in Europe must carefully 
adhere to a system of multiple, successive clearances which 
usually results, even under .favorable circumstances, in 15- * 
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to 30-day delays, DDE said that similar direct communica- 
tions previously existed with the European area superinten- 
dent on some school-related issues; but, after this practice 
recently was criticized in a consultant’s report directed 
to the Secretary of the Army, such direct communications 
ceased. 

In our discussions with parents, classroom teachers, 
supervisors, and school administrators overseas, we noted 
the absence of reliable information on a number of policies 
or practices introduced by either area superintendents or 
DDE. Some mechanism for rapidly and widely disseminating 
reliable information about ODSS on both a systemwide and 
areawide basis is needed. This need could be satisfied, in 
our opinion, by an ODSS newsletter, information bulletin, or 
other such unofficial communication mechanisms. 

The publication could be used as a source of general in- 
formation tb solicit data and opinions on pending or potential 
issues, to report progress toward solving problems, and to 
authenticate facts of mutual concern, It also could. serve 
as a vehicle to prime a feedback of information to DDE 
not otherwise easily obtainable from the schools. It could 
be published periodically or as the need arose to focus at- 
tention on a particular area. Such means of unofficial com- 
munications have beerr‘used with success in DOD and by many 
other public and private organizations. 

MAJOR PROGRAM AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES 

Area superintendents have made major program and organiza- 
tion changes with little or no prior coordination with DDE. 

As discussed in chapter 2, the area superintendent in 
Europe directed his school principals to discontinue adminis- 
tering mandatory standardized tests. He did this without 
first consulting DDE or receiving his approval. 

In the Pacific area, a program for individual-guided 
education of elementary school students was introduced on 
a full-scale basis. Under such programs, children of 
various ages are grouped by achievement levels instead of 
grades and the,children are taught individually and col- 
lectively by a team of teachers, Each student progresses 
at his own rate. 
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Teachers , parents, and some administrators in the Pacific 
area schools said they had had no part in deciding whether 
to introduce this program; they had not been given sufficient 
guidance on how to implement the program; they were not as- 
sisted by the paraprofessional aides required; and, in many 
instances, special books, equipment, supplies, or properly 
equipped classroom space were not available. 

ODSS officials confirmed to us that the program prob- 
ably had been introduced prematurely, without adequate pre- 
paration of teachers, parents, and students, and that parents 
would thereafJer be given the choice of having their children, 
assigned to a teaching team program or to a traditional class- 
room situation. 

In the European area, the number of school districts 
was increased from three to five in Germany and district 
boundaries were made to conform, generally, with those of 
the Army’s support and engineer districts which provide 
logistical assistance to the schools. In the Pacific area, 
four districts were consolidated into three by merging into 
one district- -the ODSS schools in Korea with those in Japan. 
Within each geographical area, the new districts each had 
similar staffing authorized; however, the number of schools 
and enrolled students in the various districts differed. 
Rather than staffing in accordance with a determination 
of its specific needs, districts seemed to have standardiza- 
tion of staffing as a goal, in itself. The military depart- 
ment having responsibility in the geographical area made the 
organization and staffing changes without DDE concurrence. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Because the Office of DDE has few staff members, its 
ability to strongly direct and adequately manage ODSS world- 
wide operations is questionable. The Office could more 
effectively coordinate educational activities of the three 
geographical areas if greater directive authority were 
vested in it. A major step in that direction would be to 
have the three area superintendents made directly respon- 
sible to and an integral part of the DDE organization. 

The military departments and DDE, in introducing ma- 
jor organization and program changes, should be better co- 
ordinated for more effective ODSS operations. Military 
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department audit agencies’ audits of ODSS operations should . 
be coordinated with DDE, and,copies of issued audit agency 
reports should be furnished routinely to that official. 

An informal newsletter or information bulletin is 
needed to facilitate the worldwide dissemination of re- 
liable information on matters of interest and concern to 
personnel involved in the administrative and educational 
operations of ODSS. 

The cited shortcomings in ODSS’s current pattern of 
organization, staffing, and communications are significant 
enough to compromise the effective coordination of educa- 
tional activities in the three geographical areas. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To eliminate or minimize the management problems that 
exist because of these shortcomings, we recommend that the Sec- 
retary of Defense direct that the following actions be taken. 

--DDE’S staff should be augmented to insure the avail- 
ability of sufficient personnel to strongly direct 
and adequately manage, including periodic visits to 
schools, the worldwide ODSS operations. The de- 
sirability of’?eassigning to DDE some of the per- 
sonnel currently assigned to the military depart- 
merits’ headquarters offices handling dependents’ 
education matters should be considered, since those 
individuals are familiar with ODSS operations. 

--Area superintendent positions, which are now organiza- 
tionally a part of the separate military depart- 
ments having operating responsibilities for dependents’ 
education in overseas areas, should be reestablished 
as positions in the Office of DDE. This would make 
communications more direct and unencumbered and would 
invest those communications on educational program 
activities from DDE to these area superintendents 
with the degree of authority necessary to insure that 
they are adhered to, or deviated from, only if DDE 
gives approval. 

--Military audit agencies should be directed to co- 
ordinate their examinations of ODSS activities with 
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DDE to insure that any special areas of that program 
manager’s concern or interest are considered as part 
of the scope of audits to be performed. Moreover, 
copies of the audit reports issued should be furnished 
routinely to DDE for information and for monitoring 
corrective action when necessary. 

--DDE should develop plans to introduce a periodic 
newsletter or information buiietin for use in dis- 
seminating policy and program information to overseas 
area and district levels of ODSS. 

--A parallel system of periodic narrative reporting by 
district and area superintendents to DDE should be 
introduced to keep that program manager up to date 
on any operational problems and of any innovative 
education concepts or programs being introduced at 
local levels. This would enable DDE to monitor and 
evaluate the desirability of testing these innova- 
tions elsewhere and introducing them systemwide. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

DOD agreed with our recommendations on ODSS organiza- 
tion, staffing, and internal communications except for re- 
establishing the area superintendent positions in the Office 
of DDE. DOD stated, however, that it is realining some ODSS 
functions and that the recommendation will be evaluated. 

We believe that ODSS cannot operate with the maximum 
efficiency without a system for effective and direct com- 
munication b.etween DDE and area superintendents to discuss 
school matters, formulate plans, and reach decisions. Com- 
munication through the existing time-consuming, multiple- 
layered system insulating DDE from area superintendents is 
neither efficient nor practical, The most simple and direct 
way to eliminate the current communication block is to re- 
establish area superintendent positions in the Office of DDE. 



C’HAPTER 4 

DETERMI’NI’NG AND’ ME’ETING’ S’TAFF’I’NG REQUIREMENT 

F’OR OD’SS’ PERSONNEL 

The overall requirements for teachers needed by ODSS are 
being met with relative ease. For many years, the number of 
applicants for available vacancies has been greater than the 
number needed as replacements in the system. The Army, which 
in 1972 needed more than half the teachers employed by ODSS 
for European area school assignments, is the designated 
executive agency for recruiting teachers from the United 
States. 

STAFFING ‘REQUI’REMENT S 

DDE issues guidelines to area superintendents for their 
use in annual computations of staffing requirements, Imple - 
mentation of these guidelines has resulted, generally, in 
student-to-teacher ratios that compare favorably with those 
for school systems in the United States, The discretionary 
authority of area superintendents in allocating available 
teacher resources to,high schools, middle or junior high 
schools, and elementary schools has been used to insure that 
the limit for NCA accreditation was met, 

Teacher requirements are fi,lled by stateside recruiting, 
transfers between ar.eas and within an area, and local hiring 
overseas of personnel having professional credentials. In 
the Pacific area teachers were dissatisfied with the opera- 
tions of the transfer and local hiring programs. 

Particularly in the Pacific area, and to a lesser extent 
in the European area, teachers and representatives of overseas 
teacher organizations questioned the fairness of the transfer 
system. They felt that preferential local hiring of DOD 
dependents as teachers, which has been a matter of policy 
since April 1972, limited teachers’ opportunities for ob- 
taining transfers to other overseas locations they preferred. 
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The problem of personnel management and the substantial 
costs of transferring teachers within geographic areas or 
from one area to another are inherent in ODSS. Although newl; 
hired teachers theoretically are being recruited to teach 
overseas in ODSS, at DOD’s designation, teachers, in fact, 
often are hired by the military departments for assignment 
to specific countries or schools. 

The teacher transfer program, supposedly designed to 
serve ODSS interests, appears to have been used, at least in 
earlier years, as a means of recruiting and retaining teachers. 
In certain respects, some teachers are exploiting the oppor- 
tunity for worldwide travel afforded by that transfer pro- 
gram. 

TEACHER ‘LOCAL-HIRE’ PROGRAM 

On a number of occasions we were told that by hiring 
local DOD dependents as teachers the number of teachers in 
ODSS who did not meet prescribed experience requirements or 
who did not have recent teacher experience was increased. 
Another unfavorable point is that local hiring adds uneces- 
sarily to the turbulence caused by teacher turnover during the 
school year, because DOD dependents hired as teachers were 
leaving their assignments when their DOD sponsors were 
transferred out of that location. Local hiring of dependents, 
in some localities, has depleted the number of qualified 
personnel who previously were available when needed as sub- 
stitute teachers. 

For example, in the North Sea District, European area, 
more than half’the 50 dependents hired locally as teachers 
had a break in teaching experience of 2 years or more; only 2 
of 21 nondependent locally hired teachers had a similar experi- 
ence break, In the Hessen District, 50 of that district’s 
170 locally hired dependent teachers resigned during the 
1971-72 school year, No nondependent teachers resigned dur- 
ing that same school year or in the period through March 
1973 during the next year, 

Data compiled from Pacific area records showed the fol- 
lowing patterns for local hiring of school level personnel 
in the area’s three districts: 
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. . 

School level Stateside Local 
U , S . c’iv’il’i’an s ‘D’i’s tric t 

Administrators I 
II 

III 

Total 

Teaching staff I 
II 

III 

611 173 784 
431 221 652 
‘307 1’06 413 

Total 1,349 

Teacher aides I 
II , 

III 

Total I’ 

Clerical staff 

Total 

Area total 

I 0 29 29 
II 0 24 24 

III 0 16 16 

hires 

46 0 46 
30 0 30 
20 1 21 

99% 

73% 27% 

0 18 18 
0 16 16 
0 13 13 

0 

1,445; 

70% 

hires Total 

97 

100% 

500 I.849 

100% 

A 

100% 

sail2 69 

100% 100% 

617 2.062 

30% 100% 

Money was saved by hiring local teachers, since they 
were not entitled to any transportation, housing, and over- 
seas allowances beyond those already being provided to their 
sponsors, School administrators appreciate the flexibility 
local hiring gives them in (1) filling vacancies with people 
who are accustomed to living overseas in a military-managed 



environment and (2) being able to hire locally available 
personnel quickly, when changing school enrollments require 
additional staff. l 

On the o?her hand, the potential for adverse effects 
both on teachers’ morale and on developing a philosophy of 
career commitment to teaching in ODSS should not be minimized. 

MI’NORITY ‘GROUP ‘TEACHER ‘HIRING’ PROG’RAM 

Recruiting minority group teachers was a high priority 
for the 1972-73 and 1973-74 recruitment programs. Special 
recruiters were assigned the task of locating teachers who 
represented minority groups. Some of the special efforts to 
locate and hire such teachers included seeking out and address- 
ing black teacher groups, black colleges, and black universi- 
ties. These recruitment efforts met with only limited suc- 
cess, and the minority group representation of professionals 
in ODSS is still substantially below the minority group per- 
centage of U.S. citizens living in the overseas areas. 

European area school system personnel’s explanations 
for the failure to recruit minority group teachers to that 
area in the desired numbers include: 

--Minorities now hold good jobs in the United States 
and accepting a contract to teach in Europe might 
j eopardize those jobs. 

--The entry-level salary for ODSS teachers is that of a 
teacher having 2 years’ experience, irrespective of 
the actual experience attained. 

--Minority members may need only one more year to at- 
tain tenure in their current jobs, with their job 
security insured by that tenure. 

--ODSS recruiting is done too late in the year, when 
many teachers are already under contract, 

The reasons for, as well as the nature and scope of, 
ODSS special efforts to hire minority group teachers were 
not adequately publicized throughout the system. In the 
absence of adequate information and exposed to rumors and 
much inaccurate information, this special hiring program did 
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result in some discord among the teachers already employed, 
Establishing hiring goals for minority groups to be assigned 
to some of the more desirable areas, particularly to Europe, 
was viewed by some of these teachers as an unjust obstacle 
to having their own requested transfers into that area 
honored. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

ODSS teachers may increase their base salaries by ac- 
quiring additional educational credentials or through length 
of service in ODSS. Opportunities to acquire additional 
educational credentials are readily available for those over- 
seas employees willing to do so. 

During the school year, teachers and administrators have 
opportunities to attend workshops and university-sponsored 
consortiums and institutes which are concerned with areas of 
special interest or need. As an example, during the 1972-73 
school year, the European area scheduled 10 workshops; in 
addition, there were 3 consortiums and 2 institutes where 
college credit was awarded to those who attended. 

Summer educational leave may be granted to teachers who 
agree to complete 6 semester hours of job-related courses or 
courses required to continue their teaching certification. 
Extended leave without,pay is available to those teachers and 
administrators with continued satisfactory service who aspire 
to more responsible positions,, where additional educational 
preparation is desirable. Such leave may be granted to 
administrators for 1 year and to teachers for 1 school year 
plus the preceding and following summers, For example, 
during the 1972-73 school year, 48 ODSS personnel in the 
European area took extended,leave and 150 others took summer 
educational leave. 

We reported in 1968, when we last examined ODSS activi- 
ties in Europe, that controls needed improvements so as to 
insure that teachers satisfactorily completed the courses 
for which they had been granted summer educational leave. 
Records show these administrative controls still need improve- 
merit. Not all teachers receiving round-trip transportation 
at the Government’s expense were completing training. Cor - 
rective action which we believe will take care of the problem 
was initiated when this was discussed with school administra- 
tive personnel. 
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CONC’LUSI’ONS 

The number of teachers seeking ODSS employment continues 
to be greater than the number of positions to be filled each 
year. Student-to-teacher ratios for high schools in ODSS 
compare favorably with those for school systems in the United 
States. They meet or better the criteria developed by the 
stateside accreditation association, and all high schools in 
ODSS are accredited. 

Teachers and representatives of overseas teachers’ 
organizations have raised some questions about: 

1. The fairness with which the inter-area transfers of 
teachers are being handled, particularly as it af- 
fects teachers seeking transfers from the Pacific 
area to the European area. 

2. The disadvantages of the growing practice of hiring 
local DOD dependents as teachers, in spite of the 
administrative convenience and savings in trans- 
portation costs and housing and cost of living 
allowances. 

Minority group representation of professionals in ODSS is 
below the minority group percentage of U.S. citizens living 
overseas, despite ODSS efforts to hire more teachers from this 
group . Special ODSS efforts to recruit minority group profes- 
sionals for teaching assignments in Europe, when many teachers 
already employed in the system have requested transfers to or 
within the European area, contribute to teacher dissatisfac- 
tion. While those we talked to readily understood the broad 
goals of the program, they appeared to lack information about 
how and to what extent that program would be carried out, 
Those rumors and misconceptions filling the void also may be 
affecting teacher morale. 

Opportunities for career advancement and professional 
growth within ODSS exist in the increasing availability of work- 
shops, seminars, institutes, and consortiums and in the regular 
program of summer educational leaves for its professional > 
staff. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense critically 
review the overseas local hire and transfer programs for 
ODSS teachers because of their interrelationship and their 
potential for adverse impact on the morale of those who plan 
a teaching career in ODSS. 

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense consider the 
desirability or need for a more widespread issuance of author- 
itative information about the ODSS program for hiring minority 
group teachers, 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

DOD advised us that it believes that employment of local 
hires is justified because it provides essential flexibility 
in meeting unforeseen and sudden decreases in staff require- 
ments. DOD policy regarding employment of local hire de- 
pendents for teaching positions has recently been revised to 
permit the employment of a locally available nondependent 
candidate who has clearly superior qualifications. It does 
not view the number of local hires excessive to the point of 
creating an unmanageable morale problem among stateside hires 
or those desiring to make overseas teaching a career. 

We agree that hiring practices and transfers must be 
in the best interests of economy, efficiency, and needs of 
the system, We believe a continuous review of hiring 
and transfer practices is necessary to achieve the maximum 
economy and efficiency and to preclude the creation of an 
unmanageable morale problem among ODSS personnel. 

DOD agreed with the other recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SCHOOL FACILITIES AND TEACHERS’ HOUSING 

STILL PROBLEM AREAS 

Congressional committee reports on ODSS activities in the 
Pacific area and our report in September 1969 on the European 
area called particular attention to the inadequacies of and 
need for improvements in school facilities and teachers’ hous- 
ing accommodations. Existing procedures for authorizing and 
funding construction of both types of facilities, the varying 
criteria used in determining the adequacy of Government quar- 
ters and in assigning them to be occupied by teachers, and 
the varying local practices for granting teachers’ permission 
to live off base and draw housing allowances appear to pre- 
clude any marked improvements in the near future. 

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION REVIEW PROCESSES 
DO NOT ADEQUATELY SUPPORT ODSS FACILITY NEEDS 

If a specific construction project is not approved at 
any stage of the multilevel review channels within each of - 
the services a it is eliminated from consideration at the 
next higher review level. As a consequence, the total pro- 
posed construction program for ODSS school facilities sub- 
mitted to ASD(M&RA) for his assignment of priorities has not 
been prepared with ODSS program goals and objectives as a 
primary consideration. Instead, each school facility pro- 
posal he considers has had to compete for funds, at each re- 
view level, with proposals for the construction of barracks, 
warehouses 9 maintenance shops, and other facilities directly 
supporting commanderss, primary missions. 

The construction proposals submitted to each of the 
service headquarters are those individual proposed projects 
which have been endorsed, successively, by each review 
process at the local installation, at intermediary military 
commands p’ and then at the overseas military command level. 
This precludes DDE from considering all the school construc- 
tion projects. proposed by school principals and district and 
area superintendents and from recommending priorities based 
on ODSS objectives irrespective of the individual services’s 
more parochial views. 
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In our 1969 report we suggested that school construc- 
tion projects be funded separately from other military con- 
struction projects, so that priorities for ODSS construction 
could be set on a DOD-wide basis. DOD did not concur with 
that suggestion, stating that the small requirement for 
school construction funds did not warrant separate annual 
authorizations and appropriation by the Congress. 

Cur report noted that in January 1968 only about 55 per- 
cent of the ODSS classrooms in the European area were consid- 
ered adequate. In 1973 there was no marked improvement in 
the proportion of classrooms in that area that could properly 
be classified as adequate. 

Reports prepared by school authorities in the European 
area representing 67 percent of the general-purpose class- 
rooms as being adequate, in our opinion, are a significant 
overstatement, School authorities liberally interpreted 
one criterion that a classroom is adequate if it is equal 
to or greater than 840 square feet for an elementary room 
or 700 square feet for a secondary room to make these clas- 
sifications. . 

These judgments rarely considered the number of stu- 
dents assigned to such rooms, thereby disregarding a further 
requirement that 28 square feet per pupil be considered as 
a standard of adequacy. Using that latter criterion, we 
determined that only 52 percent (rather than 67 percent) of 
the classrooms in the European area were adequate or better. 

A 1968 ODSS estimate of school facility needs in the 
European area showed that about $45 million worth of construc- 
tion was needed. Most of those identified needs have not yet 
been satisfied. 

There were disparities between the levels of adequacy 
of school facilities on Army, Navy, and Air Force installa- 
tions. In the European area, schools on Army installations 
had the highest percentages of adequate general-purpose and 
and multipurpose classrooms. In the Pacific area, Army base 
schools had some of the poorest facilities, but facilities 
on Air Force bases were better. The quality of classrooms 
at a given service’s overseas installations and the service 
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responsible for operation and logistic support to the schools 
in that particular geographic area appear to be directly re- 
lated, Such a relationship has developed because the manner 
in which school construction is planned, programed, and funded 
gives greater recognition to service priorities than to the 
areawide or worldwide requirements for ODSS facilities. 

The major problem in obtaining improved school facil- 
ities is that the host military service must fund building 
construction. Thus, a proposed school project must compete 
for priority and funding with all other local construction 
requirements which are the concern of the base commander. 
School personnel, who are organizational subordinates of 
these military commanders, can act only in an advisory ca- 
pacity and have no part in assigning priority to facili- 
ties construction. As a consequence, school projects fre- 
quently have not received high-priority consideration. 

The inconsistency of assigning priorities to school 
construction projects, even within a single service, is a 
further complicating element. For example, in the Pacific 
area a $1.9 million project for a permament school at Clark 
Air Base in the Philippines was approved for fiscal year 
1973 funding although existing facilities were rated ade- 
quate to excellent. In contrast, a project estimated to 
cost about the same amount was proposed by the base commander 
at Misawa Air Base, Japan, to replace a school building con- 
sidered by school officials to be barely adequate, but that 
proposal was rejected. Personnel at Misawa Air Base stated 
that they would defer submitting another request for funds 
until fiscal year 1975. 

TEACHERS DISSATISFIED WITH HOUSING 

In some locations, housing available to teachers over- 
seas borders on being luxurious; in others it is grossly 
inadequate, depending on the quality of Government-furnished 
quarters or the availability and rental costs of private 
housing on the local economy. 

The inconsistencies and inadequacies have been noted 
and commented on in the past by committees, by our Office, 
and by professional teachers’ associations. 
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Federal employees assigned to overseas areas receive 
benefits in accordance with provisions of the Overseas Dif- 
ferentials and Allowances Act (Public Law 86-707). The basic 
regulations governing payment of such overseas benefits are 
incorporated into the Department of State Standardized Reg- 
ulations (Government Civilians in Foreign Areas). Teachers 
employed by ODSS generally are eligible to receive similar 
benefits e ODSS teachers permanently stationed in a foreign 
area are authorized to have either free occupancy of 
Government-furnished quarters or a housing allowance. Hous- 
ing allowances are paid when adequate Government quarters 
are not available or when permission has been granted for 
the individual to occupy privately owned living quarters on 
the economy. Housing allowances differ, by country, marital 
status, and employee grade or rank, 

The quality of housing available unquestionably has a 
major impact on employee morale and can indirectly affect 
the success of the programs in which they are working. 

On the basis of their grade, most teachers qualify for 
the type of quarters assigned to first lieutenants. Regard- 
less of their years of service or any advanced degrees 
earned, teachers can rarely qualify for the type housing 
provided to middle or senior grade officers, because the 
ODSS teachers’ grade structure precludes this. 

Teachers’ professional associations have continued to 
press DOD to establish two rooms and a private bath as mini- 
mum housing for professional teachers overseas. 

. . In the Pacific area, p articularly, single teachers, 
who generally live in housing referred to as bachelor of- 
ficers ’ quarters, complained that they (1) failed to measure 
up to those minimum standards represented to them when they 
were recruited or transferred to the area, (2) were inade- 
quate by any normal standards, and (3) were more costly than 
the authorized housing allowances, for those living off base. 

In response to the continuing concern for the inade- 
quate housing provided teachers overseas, on January 3, 
1973, ASD(I$L) issued a policy statement intended to define, 
clarify, and partially cope with this problem. The new lious- 
ing eligibility standards more favorably equate the teachers’ 
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positions with the military rank upon which housing entitle- 
ments are generally based. In effect, the new standards have 
raised teachers’ comparative status about one military grade 
and thereby raised the level of their housing entitlements. 

This change met with some resistance from the military 
personnel who claimed that not enough suitable quarters were 
available to satisfy both military and teacher needs. Never- 
theless, implementation of the new policy began and teachers 
have begun gradually to realize some improvement in the 
quality of housing accommodations being assigned to them. 

CONCLUSIONS 

New school facilities and housing accommodations in which 
ODSS personnel are entitled to live are being constructed 
continually overseas. However, existing facilities of both 
types still need much improvement. 

Greater visibility of worldwide school conitruction 
needs, through earlier and more meaningful introduction of 
the ODSS viewpoints into the review and decisionmaking proc- 
esses, should be sought. In the present system, ODSS’ over- 
all school construction needs in the three geographical areas 
are first subordinated to the perceived needs of the individual 
installation commander, second to both commanders of inter- 
mediary commands and area commanders, and third to the indi- 
vidual services. 

In the absence of a separate proposed construction pro- 
gram for school facilities to be prepared annually by DDE 
in consonance with some budgetary limitations previously 
agreed to, there is no assurance that the construction of 
schools most urgently needed will be scheduled and funded on 
a priority basis. 

The disparity within geographical areas between the ade- 
quacy of dependent school facilities at different installa- 
tions of any one service, and among the different services 
in that area, evidences the need either for greater manage- 
rial concern or possibly, a realinement of managerial re- 
sponsibilities for school construction budget preparation. 
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Teachers in ODSS share with other civilian employees 
and military personnel stationed overseas the problem of 
obtaining adequate housing, whether it be Government-furnished 
or private rental housing on the local economy. However, 
unlike these other groups who periodically rotate back to 
the United States, ODSS teachers, by definition, spend their 
entire careers overseas. 

Teachers contend that their needs for space and privacy 
to prepare adequately for the next day’s classroom work are 
relatively unique. That some teachers have been provided 
less than appropriate living quarters has long been recog- 
nized. The inadequacies in the housing accommodations to 
which they are being assigned have adversely affected the 
morale of some ODSS teachers and may have indirectly affected 
the quality of their instruction. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To insure that military departments are spending con- 
struction funds for overseas school facilities only where 
there is the greatest need for the establishment, replace- 
ment, or expansion of such facilities, we recommend that the 
Secretary of Def,ense prescribe a special procedure for jus- 
tifying and funding school construction. 

DDE should review and evaluate each proposal exceed- 
ing a stipulated minimum amount submitted to overseas 
installation commanders and the recommended disposition ac- 
tions of those commanders and of each reviewing echelon of 
the military departments. The results of DDE’s review should 
be incorporated into an advisory report containing a priority 
order-of-ranking by military department and geographic area 
and should be submitted to ASD(IGL) for his consideration 
in connection with the services’ requests for construction 
funds. 

Ke also recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct 
the services, in consultation with DDE, to prepare S- and 
lo-year plans for school facility improvements, so that 
goals for annual construction programs can be consistent 
with long-range plans, 
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We further recommend that the Secretary of Defense 
closely monitor the implementation of the revised policy 
which was developed to improve the level of housing being 
assigned to teachers overseas and promptly make any revisions 
necessary to recognize teachers’ unique housing problems and 
to preclude the development of any serious personnel manage- 
ment problems because of continued inadequate housing accom- 
modations. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

DOD did not agree with our recommendation prescribing 
a special procedure for justifying and funding school con- 
struction and said that no consideration should be given to 
treating the ODSS construction projects as a special subject 
in the annual Military Construction Authorization bill, DOD’s 
position was that if special treatment was given to ODSS con- 
struction projects it would lead to the same treatment for 
hospital and medical facilities research and development fa- 
cilities and other similar projects. 

We disagree with DOD’s reasoning, We do not believe 
that ODSS is in the same category with military hospitals, 
medical facilities, and research and development facilities 
which are primarily, if not exclusively, military matters. 
We believe DDE should review each ODSS construction, renova- 
tion, and expansion proposal and recommend a priority of 
projects, within the established monetary limitations, which 
would be in consonance with ODSS objectives, We do not 
envision this as infringement on any prerogative of the 
military. 
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CHAPTER 6 

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE MANAGEMENT OF 

STUDENT BUSING SERVICES AND COSTS 

BUSING SERVICES ARE UNNECESSARILY COSTLY 

Some ODSS officials overseas have demonstrated relatively 
little interest or concern in actively monitoring the level, 
quality, and cost of transporting students. ODSS transpor- 
tation expense, which includes school busing costs, has in- 
creased by about $4.6 million (or 71 percent in the past 
4 years) to about $11 million in school year 1972-73. Total 
school busing costs are not readily discernible in the avail- 
able ODSS budget and expense reports. However, an indica- 
tion of its significance is that, in the Pacific area, busing 
costs are estimated to exceed $4 million per year. Moreover, 
costs have increased steadily even though student enrollment 
has consistently decreased in that area. 

Practices’ and problems of busing 

Host installations normally transport eligible pupils 
daily to and from school. Generally, military transportation 
offices determine busing requirements for students attending 
schools on the installation. They then arrange to supply 
transportation through one source or a combination of 
Government-owned, leased, and chartered vehicles and charge 
ODSS for these services. 

Although contract costs in recent years have increased 
and projected costs for fiscal year 1974 show an additional 
20-percent increase, it is becoming increasingly more common 
to contract with local companies for much of the necessary 
busing service. Whatever the source of busing service, it 
appears that school officials do little monitoring of re- 
quirements , procurement, use, or quality of service. 

Money could be saved systemwide through improving use 
of busing facilities, revalidating busing requirements, and 
monitoring busing services closer. These basic elements of 
good management have, in some instances, been ignored. For 
example, in the Pacific area school officials deferred to 
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other installation organizational elements in busing matters 
and were not informed in even the more elementary background 
details for estimating busing requirements, such as (1) how 
many students lived off base, (2) how many students lived 
within walking distance of their school, or (3) how many 
pickup points were necessary to transport the students. 

Avenues for achieving economies in busing 

School officials could use several relatively simple ap- 
proaches to explore ways to economize. One is as simple as 
seeing that buses are better used. Although busing condi- 
tions vary between areas, installgtions, schools, and even 
between bus routes to the same school on the same installa- 
tion, buses frequently were transporting considerably less 
than a capacity load- -many less than half full. 

Transportation officials said that students tl rough A the 
fifth grade generally can sit comfortably three to a seat. 
By merely increasing the number of student passengers to the 
minimum adult seating capacity, we concluded that about 
25 buses in Okinawa could be eliminated, with an estimated 
annual savings of about $211,000. Based on the maximum seat- 
ing capacity (three to a seat for the younger children) and 
based on the average student age at Okinawa schools, about 
40 buses could be eliminated for an estimated annual savings 
of about $333,000. 

There is little*evidence that school or transportation 
personnel have seriously tried to determine how many students 
live within easy walking distance of their schools. As a 
consequence, almost all students are being bused to their 
schools e 

Management also needs to examine those instances where 
busing off-base students is required. For example, at Clark 
Air Base student enrollment in school year 1972 decreased by 
about 1,264; most of this decrease was among students living 
off base. Transportation officials stated that, in spite of 
the decreases, buses are still driving the same number of 
miles as in the prior year, reasoning that each bus may be 
carrying fewer students but still stop at the same off-base 
housing areas as in the previous year. It would appear that 
buses could be used more economically by reducing the number 
of stops by having students walk to semicentral pickup points. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Costs could be reduced if school administrators at eve- 
seas area and district levels became more concerned and in- 
formed regarding monitoring and managing school busing. 
School administrators appear to have relied unduly on trans- 
portation officials to furnish or contract for busing, with- 
out concerning themselves sufficiently with cost. Conse- 
quently ODSS school busing services are marked by poorly de- 
signed bus routes, by less than acceptable loading and use 
of vehicles, and by a trend toward more costly contract serv- 
ices. 

The school officials’ lack of involvement and apparent 
lack of interest in bus management decisions may be attri- 
butable, in part, to a lack of awareness of the magnitude 
of costs involved. The elements of expense shown in school 
system budgets and cost reports provide inadequate visibil- 
ity over busing expense, and information concerning total 
busing costs is not readily available. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To coordinate efforts of school and military transpor- 
tation, procurement, and safety officials toward insuring 
more efficient busing while achieving a more economical op- 
eration, we recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct: 

--ASD(IGL) to establish a special task force of quali- 
fied transportation specialists to evaluate and report 
on opportunities for better management of the cost, 
level, and quality of busing services being furnished 
to ODSS at overseas locations. 

--Such specialists to periodically reassess the ade- 
quacy and economy of routes and passenger loading 
ratios that comprise the school bus support service 
rendered to ODSS, whether that service is provided 
under contracts or through the use of installation 
equipment and personnel. 

--DDE to incorporate into his management information 
system reporting procedures which would highlight, 
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by geographic area, school district, and schools 
within a given district, data applicable to bus trans- 
portation costs. This should include number and ca- 
pacity of buses, bus miles, cost-per-seat mile, and 
such other indicators that would promptly show school 
administrators the need for closer attention. 

AGENCY COMI’4ENTS 

DOD did not agree with establishing a special task force 
of qualified transportation specialists to evaluate busing 
services. However, DOD agreed that, because of the world- 
wide scope and continuing nature of operations, the evalua- 
tion and reporting of opportunities for better management of 
busing services should be done by transportation specialists 
in the major component headquarters overseas. 

DOD advised that ASD(IbL) will insure that qualified 
transportation specialists evaluate and report to appropriate 
authority on opportunities for better management of the cost, 
level, and quality of busing service furnished to ODSS at 
overseas locations. 



MASTER 7 

CONTROLS OVER PROCUREMENT. DISTRIBUTION. 

AND ACCOUNTING FOR EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS 

AND EQUIPMENT NEED STRENGTHENING 

SCHOOLS ARE EXPERIENCING 
SUPPLY SUPPORT PROBLEMS 

. 

In the Pacific area, schools experienced lengthy delays 
in receiving some supplies. Out of 2,129 line items ordered 
by schools in Korea and Japan from the Defense General Supply 
Center (DGSC) during February through June 1972, 849 or about 
40 percent were still outstanding as of October 20’, 1972. In 
Okinawa, Taiwan, and the Philippines 9 officials estimated 
about 40 percent of the items ordered during the first 6 months 
of calendar year 1972 were unfilled as of late November 1972. 

. 
ODSS schools generally obtain textbooks, supplies, and 

educational materials and equipment from DGSC and other sup- 
plies from‘the General Services Administration (GSA) and from 
the installations’ normal military supply channels. 

We made followup tests of the procurement, payment, and 
supply management procedures followed by DGSC, a principal 
supply source of many of the more than 350,000 line items used 
overseas by ODSS, to ascertain why followup inquiries were not 
answered. 

Our review at DGSC’s Richmond, Virginia, depot identified 
a number of weaknesses in operating and management controls of 
sufficient significance to convince us of the need for an 
immediate meeting with personnel of the Office of ASD(IGL). 
We told them of our concerns about a number of items, particu- 
larly with the s’fast-pay” procedures pertaining to require- 
ments or blanket contracts that are so widely used by DGSC. 
Almost half the items procured by DGSC for shipment to fill 
ODSS orders are obtained through contracts under which sup- 
pliers agree to furnish particular items at a fixed price, 
within stipulated minimum and maximum quantity limits, over 
the contract period which is generally 1 year. Suppliers I 
shipments frequently are made directly to the ordering or- 
ganization rather than to the DGSC warehouses, 
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Under the fast-pay procedures, a contractor is required 

to notify the addressee that shipment has been made and is 
authorized payment after it certifies to DGSC that the 
goods ordered have been shipped. The organizations to 
which the goods are shipped are required to notify DGSC 
if they do not receive the goods or if they have any other 
problems with the items ordered and delivered. Suppliers 
are not legally bound to make good for nonreceipt of goods 
shipped or any other discrepancies unless they are notified 
within 90 days of the shipping date. 

The effectiveness of such a system obviously depends 
upon suppliers r promptly notifying customers that goods 
have been shipped and the expeditious handling of cus- 
tomers I inquiries about nonreceipt of goods or other com- 
plaints. We found, from our inquiries, that control pro- 
cedures were not being adhered to routinely and that the 
system’s effectiveness was being compromised. 

Priority attention given 
identified deficiencies 

Defense Supply Agency (DSA) personnel responded promptly 
to our disclosures and assigned management-review teams to 
DGSC and to the three overseas areas where the teams 
visited ODSS area and district offices, as well as a number 
of schools in each area. 

The team reporting on conditions in the P,acific area 
found that the recordkeeping applicable to school system 
requisitions during fiscal year 1971 and portions of fiscal 
year 1972 was so poor in several of the school districts 
that the team could not establish what items had been 
received and what items were still outstanding. Further 
inquiries by the review teams established that problems 
existed not only with supplies from DGSC but also from GSA 
and from the regular military supply system, 

DSA personnel, upon completion of their review said that: 

1. DGSC had not been sufficiently resp,onsive in 
followup of inquiries received from overseas 
schools, and communications needed improvement. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

. 

DGSC’s requirement for notification on fast-pay 
procurements was not realistic for overseas 
shipments of school supplies o 

Deficiencies existed in areas involving packing, 
marking, ar@ transportation of school supplies and 
equipment destined for overseas shipment. 

A proposed DOD-GSA agreement was expected to 
clarify procurement responsibilities of the respec- 
tive organizations as they related to supply sup- 
port to ODSS. 

Other supply support matters in the Pacific area needing 
management attention to correct weaknesses included: 

--Evidence that about 40 more personnel than normally au- 
thorized under DOD staffing criteria had been assigned., 
Relatively high-level school administrators were de- 
voting full-time or inordinate portions of their time 
to expedite supply support. 

--Many individuals who were involved in supply support 
were inadequately trained local national personnel or 
unfamiliar with normal supply procedures. 

--Procedures for identifying and redistributing excess 
textbooks were inadequate or poorly implemented. A 
number of schools were retaining excess textbooks which 
could have been redistributed to schools lacking those 
texts, 

The DSA teams visiting the European and Atlantic areas 
reported no major problems or complaints about supply support 
to ODSS there. We noted in the Atlantic area what appeared 
to be excess quantities of relatively costly audiovisual 
equipment, as well as textbooks, during our visit to the 
Chaffee schools at the Naval Air Station in Bermuda. The area 
superintendent told us that the existing system for transferr- 
ing excess items among the schools within a geographic area 
was adequate but that the system for inter-area transfers of 
excess materials was inadequate. 
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Corrective measures already taken 

DSA management review teams made a number of 
recommendations for DGSC organizational changes and realine- 
ment of responsibilities which should improve supply ‘support 
to the overseas schools in all areas. 

The Army Audit Agency, in a February 1973 report on 
its examination of ODSS activities in the Europ’ean area, 
commented on the procurement of at least $130,000 of un- 
needed textbooks in fiscal year 1972, because of several in- 
adequacies in the formula used to compute textbook require- 
ments . The agency’s recommendations for changes in the 
method of computing requirements were concurred in by re- 
sponsible Army command echelons in Europe. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The potential for problems inherent in supply support 
to a worldwide school system such as ODSS is conceded. 
The levels of support being achieved for an. activity that 
has relatively low priority on overseas transportation of 
its requisitioned supplies certainly are not to be dis- 
counted lightly. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To improve the quality and reduce the costs of 
supply support throughout DOD and to ODSS schools in the 
Pacific area, we recommend that the Secretary of Defense: 

--Require special monitoring and reporting on the 
progress of those changes in procurement and supply 
procedures which were found by DSA to be inappropri- 
ate to the existing fast-pay procedures available to 
suppliers. 

--Direct priority attention to the proposed DOD-GSA 
agreement which would clarify procurement responsibili- 
ties for both agencies. 

--Require progress reporting on the disposition by 
ASD(IGL) of those other recommendations made by the 
management-review teams following their special review 
of problem areas we brought to their attention. 
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--Direct ODSS to reduce in the Pacific area the number 
of personnel assigned to supply support to authorized 
levels o 

--Require the development of a more effective system 
for intra-area and inter-area redistribution of excess 
school supplies 9 textbooks 9 and equipment 0 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

DOD agreed with all recommendations except the one con- 
cerning a reduction of the number of supply personnel in the 
Pacific area. However, DOD stated that it is conducting a 
study to analyze the work requirements and, if indicated, 
will adjust the manpower guidance to more accurately show 
actual needs. 

DOD’s approach te the prdblem is acceptable ‘if, upon 
receipt of the completed study, appropriate action is taken o 
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CHAPTER 8 

TUITION FEES CHARGED NEED CORRECTION 

Tuition-fee rates for the ODSS geographical areas do not 
always offset the Government’s costs of educating students 
who must pay tuition. 

CDSS students who are not dependents of DOD personnel 
are required to pay tuition fees. Governing DOD instructions 
require that each military department establish tuition rates 
annually for the schools in its geographical area. Tuition 
rates for billing the dependents of employees of other Fed- 
eral agencies must provide for the recovery of proportionate 
shares of total Government operating costs, Tuition rates 
charged dependents of personnel who are not employed by the 
Federal Government must provide not only for the recovery of 
proportionate shares of the operating costs but should in- 
clude a uniform, additive factor for the recovery of a pro- 
portionate share of the Government’s investment cost. DOD 
Instructions state that ASD (M6RA) should review and approve 
tuition rates annually. 

GUIDELINES FOR COMPUTING 
ODSS PER-PUPIL COSTS 

DOD Instruction 1342.5, "Cost Classifications and Defini- 
tion of Costs Subject to the Statutory Limitation for the DOD 
Overseas Dependents School System”, issued September 17, 1971, 
is applicable to all military departments, It describes cer- 
tain uses of the cost data and the level of detail of cost 
information that is required by the school administration and 
management officials for budgeting, monitoring, and insuring 
compliance with statutory limitations, establishing tuition 
rates for students, and comparing cost elements of the pro- 
gram with costs of similar elements of other school systems, 

Implementing regulations issued by the military depart- 
ments generally parallel and restate in more comprehensive 
detail that DOD guidance, as it pertains to division and 
assignment of responsibility. Those regulations, supple- 
mented as necessary by service memorandums, enumerate the 
pertinent expense categories to be included, as well as items 
to be excluded, in overall operating and per-pupil cost calcu- 
lations ,. and prescribe standards for establishing pupil counts. 
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The DOD guidelines do not provide for reporting all 
known operating costs. For example, although the amount of 
money paid to ODSS personnel as overseas allowances is in- 
cluded as an operating cost, the cost of providing Government- 
furnished living quarters overseas for several thousand 
school teachers and administrative personnel is not. In the 
European area, Government-furnished living quarters were pro- 
vided for more than 2,200 school personnel during the school 
year 1972-73. The costs attributable to providing that sup- 
port, although not known, are obviously significant, 

There is, therefore, an inherent infirmity in tb.e re- 
ported costs where an identical element of operating cost 
( i.e., housing costs of teachers and other school personnel) 
is only partially included and reported. The accuracy of 
representations of per-pupil costs for the entire ODSS, or 
for per-pupil costs in any geographical area, is therefore 
subject to some question, The validity with which these 
per-pupil costs can be compared, either area by area or with 
stateside school system costs, is questionable, This is 
particularly relevant in that the overseas installation com- 
mander has the authority to deny or authorize off-base living 
for personnel, ,with the attendant payment of housing allow- 
ances when authorized, 

PRACTICES FOLLOWED IN SETTING AND 
COLLECTING ODSS TUITION NEED 
CLOSER MONITORING 

In the last 5 school years, the total ODSS student 
population, based on average daily membership, has decreased 
from about 169,000 in school year 1969-70 to about 158,800 
in the 1972-73 school year, The enrollment of tuition-paying 
students during a similar period has similarly decreased 
from about 8,130 in school year 1968-69 to about 6,050 in 
1972-73. Although the number of tuition-paying students has 
consistently declined, a sharp increase in GDSS per-pupil 
costs was shown in an increased gross collection of tuition 
fees, which rose from $4.5 million to about $5.8 million 
during the same period. 

In the three areas were instances in which the tuition 
charged either failed to insure recovery of operating costs 
or the tuition fee charged was used as a means of financing 
school building construction which had been contracted for 
outside the normal military construction appropriation proce- 
dures. 
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European area 

On February 28, 1973, we notified the Secretary of 
Defense that tuition fees charged the 388 non-Government- 
sponsored dependents attending the ODSS school in a Near- 
East country had been erroneously computed and would result 
in failure to recover about $290,000 of operating costs in- 
curred for the 1972-73 school year. The tuition-fee rate 
used for billing had been computed for the entire European 
area, rather than the one computed specifically for the 
school where about 75 percent of the students were not 
Government-sponsored dependents. The use of the lower area 
tuition-fee rate ($982 instead of $1,733) was, in our opin- 
ion, improper in the circumstances . 

On April 18, 1974, DOD directed that a supplemental 
fee, sufficient to defray actual expenses, be charged non- 
U.S. Government-sponsored students. 

Tuition established for ODSS schools in West Berlin 
provided for recovery of total identified costs from fee- 
paying students. However, the West German government had 
committed itself to reimburse to ODSS in Europe about 
$1.2 million of the costs of operating the ODSS schools in 
Berlin. As a result, the individuals were being required 
to pay more than the costs borne by the school system in 
providing the education. 

School authorities in the European area, under the terms 
of an arrangement made locally with U.S. Embassy officials in 
Germany, have agreed to accept a reduced fee from those 
tuition-paying students who attend the elementary and high 
schools operated by ODSS in Bonn, Germany. Tuition for the 
1971-72 school year was reduced by $141 per student, and that 
amount , together with an additional $50 per pupil, is col- 
lected by the Embassy and applied principally as repayment 
of a loan obtained from a German commercial bank. The loan 
proceeds were used to finance the expansion and improvement 
of the school plant in Bonn. These special financing arrange- 
ments were not formally submitted ‘or approved by higher 
echelons of Headquarters, United States Army, Europe. 



Atlantic area 

In the Atlantic area, ODSS school authorities established 
a tuition rate of $995 for the 1972-73 school year. The budg- 
eted operations and maintenance costs, adjusted for invest- 
ment recovery factors and deferred costs, to operate the area 
schools for the 1972-73 school year totaled about $1,350. 

It appears that the Navy’s Dependents Education Office 
(Atlantic) decided to deviate from the regularly prescribed 
procedures for computing tuition without DDE’s prior knowl- 
edge or concurrence. The $355 difference per nonfederally 
sponsored student, of which there were 139 on December 31, 
1972, represents an underbilling of about $50,000 for the 
school year. 

Pacific area 

ODSS operating costs of the Pacific area during fiscal 
year 1972 were reported to be $36.9 million, for an average 
daily membership of 40,453 students, or an average per-pupil 
cost of $911. Those services furnished without cost to ODSS 
schools in the Pacific area are estimated to have totaled 
$2.7 million for that same period, for an adjusted average 
per-pupil cost of $977, or $66 per student greater than the 
reported per-pupil cost, 

CONCLUSIONS 

DOD’s policy and the services’ practices in establishing 
tuition-fee rates to be used in billing ODSS students who are 
required to pay for their education do not insure that the 
Government will recover total costs incurred in providing 
that education. 

The existing method for reporting costs is of question- 
able validity for comparing ODSS with other American school 
systems of similar size and comparing schools within the 
three area systems. These costs can also be understated if 
the cost of certain items-- such as Government-furnished living 
quarters-- are not included in ODSS’ systemwide costs and per- 
pupil cost computations. 

Unilateral decisions are being made by the military 
departments in overseas areas to use a tuition-fee rate other 
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than that calculated as being necessary to recover the costs 
incurred by the Government, without adequate justification 
for such deviations, Information made available in Washing- 
ton to DDE is not sufficient for him to identify such devia- 
tions and to properly monitor the military departments’ 
procedures in establishing billing rates to be used in the 
schools over which they have area operating responsibilities. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To insure the required recovery of costs incurred and 
the development of more accurate financial reporting on the 
overall costs of operating ODSS, we recommend that the Secre- 
tary of Defense direct that: 

--Pertinent DOD instructions be revised to provide for 
inclusion of major support services presently being 
provided by the military departments without charge 
to the ODSS operating budget. Principal among these 
would be the estimated cost of Government-furnished 
housing to ODS’S professional and administrative 
personnel and the administrative support services 
furnished to ODSS by comptroller and personnel organi- 
zations both in the continental United States and 
overseas. 

--Current procedures be revised to develop areawide 
tuition-fee rates, to insure that properly computed 
rates are used in billing tuition-paying students. 

--The audit agency of each military department be re- 
quired to validate area per-pupil cost computations 
and certify to the appropriateness of the rates used 
in each geographical area for billing each year, 

--Procedures provide for a provisional billing ‘at the 
beginning of the school year, with any necessary ad- 
justments to be made at midyear, when more accurate 
costs and pupil counts are available. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

DOD does not agree that major support services being 
provided without change to ODSS by the military services 
should be identified and included in ODSS’ operating budget: 
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DOD said that the support being furnished to ODSS is 
essentially the same sort of support that is given any other 
tenant unit and the costs which could.be identified would be 
miniscule thus making it uneconomical to gather such data for 
purposes of reimbursement, 

DOD does not dispute that there are certain nonreim- 
bursable support expenses attributable to ODSS. We believe 
that all proper, readily identified costs attributable to ODSS 
should be reflected in the system’s operating budget. These 
support costs are a portion of the expense of operating ODSS 
and thus a portion of the per pupil cost, the theory of tenant 
units notwithstanding. If these expenses are known and not 
included in the ODSS operating budget it follows that both 
the operating expenses and the tuition fee charged are in 
error. 
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CHAPTER 9 

SPECIAL-PURPOSE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 

REOUIRING IMPROVEMENT 

Traditionally, the ODSS curriculum has been oriented to 
preparing its graduates to attend college. In recent years, 
in view of congressional interest, opinion surveys of the 
school system, and suggestions from outside educational or- 
ganizations, ODSS has become more aware of the desirability 
of offering vocational and other special educational courses 
to meet the needs of students who are not planning to seek a 
college education. Increased emphasis also has been placed 
on courses concerned with the host nation for the cultural 
enrichment of all students, whether they are college bound 
or not. 

Some of the difficulties ODSS encountered in implement- 
ing its new, special-purpose programs involve increased 
costs ; lack of adequate school facilities; tardy and inade- 
quate coordination between teachers and school administra- 
tion personnel; and, in some instances, student and school 
personnel apathy. 

VOCATIONAL PREPARATION PROGRAM 

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education 
has estimated that about 60 percent of all students do not 
receive any formal education beyond high school, ODSS offi- 
cials estimated that about 55 percent of those graduating 
from its schools planned to enter college, but that the re- 
maining 45 percent planned to terminate their formal educa- 
tion upon graduation or to go on to advanced vocational 
programs. 

ODSS in the European area conducted an opinion survey 
in 1970 and about 54 percent of the students surveyed said 
they would have taken a vocational course if it had been of- 
fered. About 12 percent of the students contacted indicated 
they found it necessary to change their long-range plans be- 
cause of the dearth of vocational subjects offered in their 
school system. 
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Although this data highlighted the need for vocational 
education, ODSS has continued to offer largely college pre- 
paratory courses. Earlier attempts to expand their voca- 
tional training programs encountered a number of problems. 
Among them were: 

1. Meaningful vocational training programs are more 
costly than academic education and therefore require 
more funding. 

2. The more common vocational courses, such as wood- 
working and metalworking, offered by some high 
schools were of limited scope because of a lack of 
facilities and equipment. 

3, The ODSS student body is relatively transient, 
which adversely affects the availability of a sus- 
tained vocational training program. 

As a result, vocational programs did not receive sig- 
nificant attention until recent years when NCA’s evaluators 
began to emphasize in their reports the need for more voca- 
tional subjects in the ODSS curriculum. 

Although ODSS recognized the need for a vocational edu- 
cation curriculum at least as early as 1967, it did not until 
about 1971 show much interest in this area, In October 1971, 
the school superintendent in the European area issued a 
memorandum to the schools in the area, encouraging them to 
submit plans for adding vocational courses, That memorandum 
stated: 

“There is a drastic need to increase the number of 
vocational education classes in USDESEA in order 
to fulfill our mission... and to provide the instruc- 
tion needed and desired by approximately 3,000 of 
our secondary students .I! 

Funding (about $2.7 million) for an expanded vocational 
educati,on program in the European area was received for fis- 
cal year 1973. The European area ODSS requested an addi- 
tional $2.4 million for fiscal year 1974. An Army Audit 
Agency review late in 1972 disclosed that no plans had been 
formulated by European area school officials to spend all 
the fiscal year 1973 funds, nor had plans been made to sup- 
port the proposed expenditures of the funds requested for 
fiscal year 1974. The report observed: 
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“USDESEA’s vocational education program was far be- 
hind programs of school systems in the United States 
and could accommodate only a small portion of the 
students at a few high schools. Funds for expanding 
the program were not received until FY 1973 because 
USDESEA delayed requesting them. USDESEA was not 
prepared to spend the funds when they were received.” 

ODSS in the Atlantic area is relatively uninvolved in 
vocational education. The program of study there still is 
college preparatory but does provide for some limited in- 
struction of a vocational nature. 

WORK-STUDY PROGRAM 

The work-study program offered by ODSS is designed to 
provide actual experience in an occupation, trade, business, 
or profession undertaken as part of the requirement of a 
school course. The program’s goals, as outlined in DOD In- 
struction 1342.11, issued March 23, 1970, include: 

1. Providing an ongoing, educational program for high 
school students to help them experience and under- 
stand the world of work. 

2. Developing a cooperative school-trainer relationship 
in the community. 

3. Establishing competent industrial and governmental 
agency supervision of work-study participants in co- 
ordination with the school. 

4. Establishing work-study opportunities for students 
at all levels’ of ability and achievement. 

A well managed work-study program can make available sub- 
stantial and valuable vocational training opportunities for 
all ODSS students and should prove invaluable for the esti- 
mated 45 percent of ODSS students for whom high school grad- 
uation represents the end of their formal education. 

The work-study program is offered in some, but not all, 
ODSS high schools. In some instances, it is used to com- 
pensate for the nonavailability of vocational training courses 
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which frequently require expensive equipment and suitable 
facilities and which usually are not readily available. 

We believe the work-study program has certain inherent 
. . qualities, p otentially advantageous to ODSS. It can use the 

facilities, equipment, and expertise which already exist 
in military communities. The program requires close coopera- 
tion between the school, the local military officials, and 
if appropriate, local commercial concerns. The degree of 
program success varies widely because it depends largely on 
the facilities and conditions existing at each school, and 
these also vary widely. 

In the fall of 1971, the ODSS work-study program in 
the European area encompassed about 1,900 students in 30 
schools. These participants represent about 22 percent of 
all ODSS high school juniors and seniors in that area. The 
Army Audit Agency examined the work-study program during its 
review in 1972 and reported that 13 students at one high 
school were working in the school cafeteria in unskilled jobs 
which did not meet the program objectives and were being paid 
only half’ the salary paid regular employees, The Agency 
found other instances where (1) students were enrolled for 
more than the maximum allowable hours and credits, at the 
expense of attendance at regular classes, and (2) some stu- 
dents did not meet the minimum age requirements for enroll- 
ment in the program. The report concluded that school offi- 
cials were not adequately monitoring this special program. 

School officials’ monitoring of the ODSS work-study 
program in the European area is weak. For example, although 
program guidelines stipulate that enrolled students are re- 
quired to attend, at least once a week, a class designed to 
provide them with pertinent, supplementary information about 
the world of work, some schools were not holding these 
classes. Teachers criticized program management saying that 
it had been imposed on them without their being involved in 
the planning phases and without being properly prepared to 
participate in its operations. 

HOST NATION PROGRAM 

Where practical throughout ODSS, the curriculums of 
elementary and secondary schools include some type of course 
dealing with the host nation (known as the Host Nation Pro- 
gram) 9 which attempts to capitalize on the opportunities for 
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intercultural exchanges. The exposure to these ODSS unique 
offerings is more extensive in some schools than in others 
because of the type of staff available and local conditions. 
The experience of living in a foreign land can be even fur- 
ther enriched by a conscious and organized effort to asso- 
ciate with the culture and with peers of the host nation. 
It can be as rewarding for those students preparing to con- 
tinue their education in college as for those who expect to 
terminate their education upon graduation from high school. 
Congressional interest has stimulated this educational en- 
richment approach by encouraging this type of cultural in- 
terchange since as early as 1966. 

The cost of the ODSS Host Nation Program has almost 
trebled, from about $1.1 million in fiscal year 1969 to 
about $3.2 million in fiscal year 1973. 

Host Nation Programs have generally enjoyed a satisfac- 
tory acceptance in ODSS elementary schools where, the general 
purpose of the program is to give the students an apprecia- 
tion of the similarities and differences between host-nation 
culture and our own national culture. The program usually 
includes some host-nation language training; visits to muse- 
ums, factories, and schools; and joint participation with 
host-nation children in suitable activities, 

ODSS hires local nationals to be Host Nation Program 
teachers. Not all secondary schools offer a host-nation 
course, but where it is offered it usually consists of a 
language course and student participation is low. 

Several problems, varying from country to country, made 
conducting the Host Nation Program successfully difficult. 
In Japan, the salary offered was lower than that available 
to local national teachers in the local school systems. Ac- 
cordingly, little prestige was associated with working as 
a teacher in the ODSS Host Nation Program. Many of those 
teachers recruited locally were not familiar with American 
instructional methods. Although salaries offered to Host 
Nation Program teachers in Okinawa were comparable to sala- 
ries paid locally, school personnel informed us that the 
teachers hired were not well qualified. In both Japan and 
Okinawa many Host Nation Program teachers had difficulty in 
speaking English well enough for students to understand and 
discipline problems developed. 
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In the Philippines, salaries for program teachers were 
higher than those otherwise available to them locally. As 
a consequence, the positions were considered desirable and 
teachers who were employed generally had excellent creden- 
tials. 

Interpersonal relationships between local national and 
American teachers in ODSS, particularly in the Pacific area, 
became strained and there was little social contact between 
the teachers. There are strong indications that local na- 
tional teachers feel they are second-class employees because 
they are paid less than their American colleagues and because 
American teachers sometimes remain in host-nation classes to 
maintain discipline over the students. In most schools 
visited, we were told that students had little interest in 
host-nation courses and were less than enthusiastic about 
participating. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Because almost half the ODSS students do not plan to 
seek college degrees and because of the limited job oppor- 
tunities available to students living on overseas military 
installations, strong vocational and work-study courses in 
ODSS secondary schools are urgently needed, 

Partially because of delays in recognizing that need 
in developing carefully structured plans and in requesting 
funding for expanded vocational-type courses, ODSS voca- 
tional training programs have lagged behind similar programs 
now available in many school systems in the United States. 

Work-study programs, whether offered as a supplement to, 
or instead of, vocational training, are of immense potential 
value to ODSS students. However, local school administrators 
have been weak in program planning and monitoring. 

The Host Nation Programs offer opportunities, unequaled 
in U.S. school systems, to study the culture of the countries 
in which the ODSS students live. The knowledge to be gained 
by students through direct association with the host-nation 
culture and through interchange with local peers should be 
rewarding and educationally enriching. More effective stu- 
dent motivation is needed, however, to overcome problems en- 
countered in Host Nation Programs in some geographical areas 
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and to create greater acceptance and support of the program 
objectives by ODSS students. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To more efficiently meet recognized needs for adequate 
vocational education, work-study, and Host Nation Programs 
in ODSS, we recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct: 

--Development of an overall plan specifically designed 
to provide and place increased emphasis on vocational 
training, work-study, and cultural enrichment programs 
to fulfill the unique needs of ODSS students, This 
plan should be coordinated through DDE to insure sys- 
temwide implementation that will be in consonance with 
the overall DOD plan. 

--Planning and implementation at the area and school 
levels to provide for expanding the work-study pro- 
grams by using, to the maximum degree possible, the 
facilities, equipment, and expertise available in the 
local U.S. military communities, 

--That guidelines be established applicable to the Host 
Nation Program, aimed toward overcoming current prob- 
lems and encouraging a more responsive attitude in 
ODSS students, 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

DOD agreed with all recommendations. 



CHAPTER 10 

SCOPE 

Our review was directed toward an evaluation of the 
administration and operations of ODSS worldwide. Policies 
and procedures were examined in the areas of educational 
goals, organization and staffing, logistical services, 
school facilities, tuition fees and financial management, 
and special-purpose education programs. 

During our review we visited headquarters and selected 
schools in Europe, the Pacific and Atlantic areas, and the 
headquarters and directorate units in Washingtan, D.C. We 
conducted interviews with ODSS personnel, DOD officials, and 
representatives of school related organizations and ex- 
amined pertinent records and files relating to the manage- 
ment areas of review. 
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APPENDIX I 

PRINCIPAL ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENTS RESPONSIBLE FOR 
THEOVERSEASDEPENDENTSSCHOOLSYSTEM 

DEPUTY 
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OF DEFENSE 
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1 SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 1 

. 
\SSlSTANT SECRETARY 

OF DEFENSE 
(M & RA) 
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OVERALL POLICY 

AND ADMINISTRATION 

A 

i 

I\SSISTANT SECRETARY 
OF DEFENSE 

(I k l-1 

RESPONSIBLE FOR 
DESIGN, PROCUREMENT, 

AND SUPPORT 

I OFFICE OF DIRECTOR 
DEPENDENTS EDUCATION 

SECRETARY OF 
THE ARMY 

SECRETARY OF 
THE AIR FORCE r- (PACIFIC AREA) 

SECRETARY OF 
OF THE NAVY 

(ATLANTIC AREA) 
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MILITARY DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATIONS RESPONSIBLE OVERSEAS FOR DEPENDENTS SCHOOLS 

SECRETARYOF THE ARMY 
(EUROPEAN AREA) 

I CHIEF OF STAFF 
ARMV I 

llEADPUARTER5 

AREA SUPERINTENDENT 

HESSEN 
RHEINLAND 

RADENWUERTTEMBERG 
NORO0AYERN 
SUED BAYERN 

MEDITERRANEAN 
NORTH SEA 

I SECRETARY 
OF THE AIR FORCe 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
U.S. AIR FORCE U.S. AIR FORCE 

(I a, L1 

CHIEF OF STAFF 

HEADQUARTERS 

0055 
AREA SUPERINTENDENT 

I 

DISTRICTS - 5 

I 

SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
(ATLANTIC AREA1 

EDUCATION & TRAlNlNG 

ARGENTIA 
GOOSE BAY 

ICELAND 
AZORES 

GUANTANAMOBAV 
BERMUDA 

ELEUTHERA 
ANTIGUA 
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COMPARISON OF ODSS EXPENSES BY COST CLASSIFICATION 

Fiscal year 
Increases for 

5 years 
1973 

, 1969 1970 1971 1972 - - - - 

Education (note b) $ 67.8 $ 83.7 $ 87.6 $ 95.9 
Support 15.4 20.9 21.2 24.8 
Tuition fees paid by DOD 13.9 16.5 18.1 19.4 
Costs unique to DOD 

schools (note c) 10.3 11.0 11.8 13.5 
Administrative 3.7 4.3 5.0 6.2 

Total 111.1 136.4 143.7 159.8 

Less reimbursement 
to DOD 4.4 5.9 6.2 6.7 

Total ODSS costs $106.7 $130.5 $137.5 $153.1 

aBudgeted costs. 

bPrincipally salaries. 

(note a)Dollars Percent 

$108.2 $40.4 59.6 
29.9 14.5 94.1 
20.7 6.8 48.9 

14.9 4.6 44.6 
6.6 2.9 78.4 

180.3 69.2 62.3 

7.6 3.2 72.7 

$172.7 $66 0 A 61.8 

cIncludes housing allowances, permanent change of station allowances, and 
salary differential. 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20301 

MANPOWER AND 
RESERVE AFFAIRS 

3 JUN 1974 

Mr. Forrest R. Browne 
Director, Federal Personnel 

and Compensation Division 
U. S. General A.ccounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Browne: . 

This is in reply to your letter of March 29, 1974, addressed to 
the Secretary of Defense, regarding the educasion of school-age 
dependents of United States personnel stationed overseas (OSD 
Case #3807). Our comments on the General Accounting Draft 
Report are attached. 

We wish to continue to improve the operation of the Department 
of Defense Dependents* Education Program, and appreciate the 
opportunity to comment on this report. 

Sincerely, 

Attachment 

, 

Robesrt C. Taber 
Lieutenant General, U. S. &my 
PrincipalDeputy , /,, 
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Title: Department of Defense Comments on GAO Draft Report of 
March 29, 1974, on “Education of School Age Dependents of 
United States Personnel Stationed Overseas, ” (OSD Case 
#3807) 

Summary of GAO Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations 

1, Educational Goals and Accomplishments: 

The Overseas Dependenta School System (ODSS) efforts to evaluate the’ 
quality of education it provides have been sporadic, inadequately coordi- 
nated and monitored. 

II 

The principal criterion applied in high school accreditation reviews has 
emphasized resource inputs which are not guarantees of high educational 
achievement. A recent change in ODSS’s educational goal of “educational 
opportunities of a high quality comparable in all respects to the better 
school systems of the United States ‘I to one that aimed “to deliver a quality 
education” may have been unduly influenced by the lack of earlier success 
in meeting that higher goal. GAO believes this school system should not 
compromise its goals because of difficulties experienced in measuring or 
achieving stated goals of excellence. 

General Accounting Office recommended that: 

The desirability of directing recent changes to the ODSS educational goals 
and testing programs be reconsidered, and to incorporate provisions for 
inter- and intra-area, and major U. S, school systems comparisons in the 
testing programs. 

Department of L)efense Comments on Recommendations: 
. 

The Department ‘of Defense has reviewed the educational goals for the 
Overseas Dependents School System. As a result, the Department of De- 
fense will maintain the previously stated educational goal of “providing 
educational opportunities of a high quality comparable in all respects to the 
better school systems of the United States. If 

Provisions already exist in the current Department of Defense-wide testing 
program that will permit inter-area as well as intra-area comparisons of 
test results, Since the tests being used are the same standardized tests 
also used in United States public school sy,stems, ‘comparison with these 
systems can be made, 
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The North Central Association visits each high school. every Ghroc years, 
spending 3-4 clsys in each school, 6 The team reviews all aspects of the 
school program. This includes a review of self-studies undertaken by 
the staff and administration, observation of classroom instruction, and 
appraisal of administrative leadership and organization in reference to 
curriculum planning and development, and the review of status of all pre- 
vious violations of NCA. policies and standards. The Department of De- 
fense believes that the accreditation process is much more than the GAO 
implies, and is very worthwhile, ’ 

2. Organization, Staffing and Internal Communications: 

Staff resources of the Office of the Director, Dependents Education (DDE), 
are relatively limited in number. As a consequence, their capability of 
giving strong direction and adequate oversight attention to the worldwide 
operations of the ODSS has suffered. 

, 

Effectiveness of program management by DDE would be enhanced by more 
frequent site visits and inspections; better coordination of Services’ in- 
ternal audit activities, and increased informal communications with all 
area school superintendents on policy matters. 

General Accounting Office recommended that: 

The DDE staff be augmented with currently assigned Military Department 
personnel to give strong direction and adequate oversight attention, includ- 
ing periodic site visits. 

Area Superintendent positions be re-established as positions in the DDE to 
make communications more direct and unencumbered. 

Audit agencies of the Military Departments be directed to coordinate their 
examinations of the ODSS activities with the DDE, and copies of the audit 
reports be furnished routinely to DDE. 

DDE publish a newsletter or information bulletin to disseminate policy and 
program information. 

A parallel system of periodic narrative reporting to DDE by district and 
area superintendent be established to keep that program manager advised 
as to operational problems and innovative education concepts or programs 
introduced’ at local levels. * 
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Department of Defense Comments on Recommendations: 

The Department of Defense concurs with the above recommendations, ex- 
cept for the one calling for Area Superintendent positions being re- 
established in the DDE. The Department of Defense is currently in the 
process of realigning some dependents education function and this recom- 
mendation will be evaluated. 

With respect to the recommendation on audits, we agree that major audits 
of the ODSS should be coordinated with the DDE and that the DDE should 
be furnished copies of audit reports containing significtint findings and re- 
commendations. 

3. Staffing Requirements for School System Personnel 

The ODSS has experienced little recruitment difficulty, but teachers are 
questioning the intra- and inter-area teacher transfer programs, and 
their morale is being adversely affected by the overseas hiring of local 
(dependent wife) teachers. 

Special efforts have been made to hire minority group teachers, but’due 
to the timing of recruitment efforts, inadequate publicity, and other prob- 
lems, the program has met with limited success. Opportunities are availa- 
ble to teachers for professi’,onal and career advancement, although no pro- 
gram has been established. / 

General Accounting Office recommended that: 

A review be made of the overseas loral hire and transfer programs for 
ODSS teachers, and consider the desirability of a more widespread issuance 
of authoritative information about the ODSS minority group teacher recruit- 
ment program. Career advancement opportunities for teachers be ex- 
panded, and tied more closely to administrative and management pursuits, 

Department of Defense Comments on Recommendations: 

The Department of Defense recently revised its policy regarding the ema 
ployment of local hire dependents for teaching positions. While the policy 
still requires that preference be given to fully qualified dependents of mili- 
tary and civilian personnel who are stationed in the area, it permits the 
employment of a locally available non-dependent candidate who has clearly 
superior qualifications. The Department of Defense does not view the num- 

* ber of local hires excessive to the point of creating an unmanageable morale 
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, . 

problem among stateside hires or those desiring to make overseas teach- 
ing a career. Local hires provide essential flexibility in meeting unfore- 

. seen and sudden decreases in staff requirements, thus negating the need 
to implement reduction-in-force procedures. 

The transfer program has been reviewed every year for the last three 
years. Each year improvements have been made. The Department of De- 
fense will again review the transfer program planned for the 1975-76 school 
year. Teachers seem to believe that they have an inherent right to a trans- 
fer. The Department of Defense believes that transfers must be made in 
the interest of good management. Within this context, the Department of 
Defense tries to offer as many transfers as possible to those who have in- 
dicated a desire to relocate. As reflected in the below chart, there has 
been a rather substantial increase in the ratio of offers made to applica- 
tions filed in the last several years: 

Inter-Area Transfer Program 

Applied Offered Percent 

SY 1972-73 1,070 302 28.2 

SY 1973-74 869 437 50.3 

SY 1974-75 704 348 49.4 

Department of Defense concurs with the other :pecommendations. 

4. School Facilities and Teacher Housing; 

The proposed construction program for sc(hoo1 facilities submitted annually 
to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) for 
assignment of priorities was not prepared with ODSS program goals and 
requirements as a primary consideration. 

The quality of teacher housing varies from area to area, and within areas, 
and is a morale issue for teachers, Teachers and their professional associ- 
ations have be’en urging the Department of Defense to establish higher mini- 
mum housing standards. 

General A ccounti’ng Office recommended that: 

Military construction funds be spent for overseas school facilities only 
where there is the greatest need for the. establishment, replacement, or 
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5. Improvements Needed in the Management of &dent Busing Ser- 
vices and Costs: 

Savings could be realized through revalidation of student busing require- 
ments, improved use of busing facilities, and closer monitoring of the 
busing service s. School personnel have shown little interest or concern 
in monitoring the level, quality and cost of bus transportation. 

General Accounting Office recomm’knded that: 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) establish a 
special task force of transportation specialists to evaluate management, 
cost, level, and quality of school busing services, and that periodic re- 
assessment by such specialists be conducted. 

DDE incorporate reporting procedures which would highlight bus transpor- 
tation costs to alert school administrators on a timely basis as to the need 
for their closer attention. 

Department of Defense Comments on Recommendations: 

’ The first recommendation would require the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Installations and Logistics) to establish a special task.force of qualified 
transportation specialists to evaluate and report on opportunities for better 
management of busing services being furnished to ODSS. In view of the 
worldwide scope and continuing nature of these operations, it would appear 
that this can be done by transportation special: sts who are needed and are 
already located at theater or major Departmen;: of Defense component head- 
quarters overseas. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and 
Logistics) will continue to assure that qualified transportation specialists 
evaluate and report to appropriate authority on opportunities for better- 
management of the cost, level, and quality of busing services currently 
being furnished to ODSS at overseas locations. 

6. Supply Support of Educational Materials and Equipment. 

Weaknesses at the Defense General Supply Center have been a major factor 
in supply support difficulties experienced by ODSS in the Pacific Area. 

’ GAO’s identification of such problems to the Defense Supply Agency re - 
sulted in a priority inquiry by the agency. Corrective actions taken, on the 
basis of that internal examination, are expected to improve the quality of 
supply support to the schools and the financial controls over reimburse- 
ments made to suppliers of school supplies and equipment to ODSS. 
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that the Defense General Supply Center inform the Defense Supply Agency 
Procurement Management Review Office of action taken or proposed. A 
final report by the Defense General Supply Center is required when action 
has been completed on all recommendations., 

The Department of Defense does not concur with the fourth recommenda- 
tion, A study is currently underway in the Pacific Area to analyze the work 
requirements and make recommendations, if indicated, to adjust the man- 
ning guidance to more accurately reflect actual needs. No action is planned 
pending receipt of the study group report. 

Department of Defense concurs with the fifth recommendation. 

7. Tuition Fee Charges Need Correcting 

Tuition fees charged to non-Federally connected students do not insure re- 
covery of all known’costs as required by governing Department of Defense 
directives. Unilateral determinations by area school superintendents to 
bill at rates lower than those computed in accordance with Department of 
Defense directives have resulted generally in an under-recovery of costs. 

General Accounting Office recommended that: 

Department of Defense Instructions be revised to provide for the inclusion 
of major support services such as housing for teachers, comptroller, and 
personnel office::, 

Revisions be mz5.e to:he current procedures for developing area-wide, 
tuition fee rates, and’the audit agency of each Military $epartment be re- 
quired to validate area per-pupil cost computations and certify to the appro- 
priateness of the rates used in each geographical area for billing purposes. 

Procedures be developed to provide for a provisional billing during the 
school year when more accurate costs and pupil counts are available, 

[See GAO note.] 

Department of Defense. Comments on Recommendations 

The Department of Defense does not concur with the first recommendation. 
The type of support costs referred to by the General Accounting Office as 
being not included in the total costs of the overseas schools are those costs 
associated with the operation of an overseas installation. New construction 
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of family and bachelor housing is not specifically programmed or earmarked 
for teachers. Instead, the teacher requirement. is amalgamated with the re- 
quirement to house equivalent graded military personnel in evaluating the 
need for additional housing at any location. Similarly, the administrative 
support which is furnished to the dependents schools function without reim- 
bursement is essentially the same sort of support furnished without cost 
to any tenant unit, Thus, any additional cost which could be identified 
would be minuscule, making it uneconomical to gather such data for the 
purposes of being reimbursed by tuition-paying students, 

Department of Defense concurs with the second, third and fourth recommen- 
dations 0 

[See GAO note.] 

8. Special Purpose Educational Programs. 

Recently introduced, special education programs have experienced problems 
because of start-up costs, lack of school facilities, inadequate coordination 
between teachers and school administrators, and preparation of teachers. 
In some instances, apathy on the part of students and school personnel has 
caused problems. 

Vocational training is available only on a relatively small scale. Funds 
were made available for an expanded vocational training program in the 
European Area in 1973 and 1974; however, plans to support the proposed 
expenditures we& inadequate. 

Host nation programs which capitalize on opportunities for intercultural 
exchanges are more acceptable at the elementary school level than the high 
school level. Some strains in interpersonal relationships between local 
national and American teachers exist. 

General Accounting Office recommended that: 

A plan be developed to re-emphasize vocational training, work-study pro- 
grams , and cultural enrichment programs, 
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General A ccountix Office recommended that: 

_ Special monitoring and reporting be required on the progress of those 
changes in procurement and supply procedures which were found by the 
Defense Supply Agency to be inappropriate to the existing “fast pay” pro- 
cedure s available to suppliers. 

Priority attention be given to a proposed joint DoD-GSA agreement to 
clarify procurement responsibilities. Progress reporting be required by 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) on the dis- 
position of recommendations made by the management review teams fol- 
lowing their special review of problem areas GAO brought to their attention. 

ODSS reduce the number of supply support personnel in the Pacific Area. 

ODSS develop a more effective system for intra- and inter-area redistri- 
bution of excess school supplies, textbooks and equipment. 

Department of Defense Comments on Recommendations: 

Department of Defense concurs with the first recommendation. Defense 
General Supply Center is stamping the requisitioner’s copy of each award 
document with a statement in red ink requesting that a receiving report be 
furnished within 60 days of contract delivery date in order to protect the 
Government’s recourse for damaged or improper shipment. This area 
will continue to be highlighted in the “Educational Supplies Newsletter” pre- 
pared and distributed by the Defense General Supply Center to its customers 
worldwide. 

Department of Defense concurs with the second recommendation. 

Discussion with cognizant personnel in the General Accounting Office indi- 
cates that the proposed joint DOD-GSA agreement was intended to cover 
the Department of Defense joint regulation on “Supply Support of Department 
of Defense Overseas Dependents Schools. I’ This joint regulation has been 
fully staffed with all Military Departments and should be published within 
the next 30 days, 

Department of Defense concurs with the third recommendation, 

The Defense Supply Agency procurement management review report of De- 
fense General Supply Center support of the Department of Defense Overseas 
Dependents Schools was published 14 January 1974. The report requires 
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expansion of such facilities, and a special procedure be prescribed for 
justification and funding of this category of facility and include a system 
of review and evaluation by the DDE of each proposal in excess of a stipu- 
lated minimum amount submitted to overseas installation commanders, 
and by each successive higher reviewing echelon of the Military Depart- 
merits. The results of the review by DDE be incorporated into an ad- 
visory report containing a priority order-of-ranking, by Military De- 
partment, by geographic area, and submitted to the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Installations and Logistics) for his consideration in connection 
with the Services’ request for military construction funds. 

The Secretary of Defense direct the Services, in consultation with DDE 
to prepare five- and ten-year plans for school facility improvements. 

DDE monitor the implementation of revised policy developed to improve 
the level of teacher housing, and make ‘necessary timely revisions to 
recogniie teachers’. unique housing problems and preclude the development 
of serious personnel management problems because of inadequate housing 
accommodations. 

Department of Defense Comments on Recommendations: 

With respect to the recommend&tion “that the Secretary of Defense pres- 
cribe a special procedure for justification and funding of this category of 
facility” (dependents’ schools), it should be noted that this is a small pro- 
gram. Moreover, no consideration should be given to treating dependents’ 
schools as a special subject in the annual Military Construction Authoriza- 
tion Bill, since this would “open the door” for requests to treat hospital 
and medical facilities, R&D facilities, and a host of other “special cate- 
gorie s” in the same manner. 

In support of the above comment, it should be noted that, beginning with 
FY 1973, there was a significant increase in the amount of construction Q 
approved for dependents’ schools overseas. In the FY 1973 Military Con- 
struction Program, $19.6 million was approved and an additional $3.6 
million was expended under Minor Construction. In the FY 1974 Military 
Construction Program, $25.7 million was approved and an additional $0.6 
million has been expended to date under Minor Construction. In the FY 
1975 Military Construction Program, $17. 9 milEon is being requested from 
the Congress for overseas dependents schools. 

Department of Defense concurs with the other recommendations. 
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Work-study programs be expanded by using the facilities, equipment, 
and expertise available in military communities, and guidelines be es- 
tablished to overcome current host nation problems and to encourage a 
more responsive attitude in ODSS students. 

Department of Defense Comments on Recomkendations 

The Department of Defense concurs with all three recommendations, 

GAO note: Deleted comments related to matters presented 
in the draft report which have been revised in 
the final report. 
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES 

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT 

Tenure of office 
From To - 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE: 
Dr. James R. Schlesinger 
Elliott L. Richardson : 
Melvin R. Laird 

July 1973 Present 
Jan. 1973 July 1973 
Jan. 1969 Jan. 1973 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs): 

William K. Brehm Sept. 1973 Present 
Carl W. Clewlow '(acting) June 1973' Sept. 1973 
Roger T.'Kelly Mar. 1969 May 1973 

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
(Education): 

M. Richard Rose July 1972 Present 
Nathan Brodsky (acting) NOQ , 1971 July 1972 

DIRECTOR, DEPENDENTS EDUCATION: 
Anthony Cardinale Oct. 1966 Present 
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Copies of this report are available at a cost of $1 

from the U.S. General Accounting Office, Room4522, 

441 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20548. Orders 
should be accompanied by a check or money order. 
Please do not send cash. 

When ordering a GAO report please use the B-Number, 
Date and Title, if available, to expedite filling your 

reports are provided without charge to 
Members of Congress, congressional committee staff 
members, Government officials, news media, college 
libraries, faculty members and students. 
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